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Abstract

Solution electrospinning is a technique used to produce polymer micro- or nanofibres. Recently a great deal of research has been done on the application of polymer nanofibres produced by this method. The solution electrospinning of polyolefins have not been researched in-depth mainly due to the difficulty in dissolving these polymers in suitable electrospinning solvents. We managed to electrospin polypropylene copolymers at room temperature, obtaining both polymer micro- and nanofibres. A suitable solvent system was developed (cyclohexane/DMF/acetone) that allowed for the room temperature solution electrospinning of these crystalline polypropylene copolymers. It was also shown that using propylene-1-alkene copolymers with a low comonomer content was a facile way of producing crystalline polyolefins nano – and microfibers. Similar attempts to electrospin isotactic polypropylene were unsuccessful, even though lower molecular weight materials were used than in the case of the copolymers. This lead to an investigation of solution melting temperature by SCALLS. The copolymers showed great variance in their solution melting temperatures despite the fact that they all had more or less the same crystallinity and amount of comonomer, indicating that the type of comonomer played an important role in the solubility of the copolymer. The effect of different collectors was investigated, but in the end it was found that between spinning unto ice, foil on ice of just foil, foil still seemed to be the best collector. Comparing crystallinity of the polymer powders with that of the polymer fibres by DSC and WAXD, it was found that there is a difference in the crystallinity of the fibres and the powders. EVOH is a polymer with excellent properties and electropspinning of this polymer is relatively easy due to the fact that it dissolves quite easily in conductive solvents. DMF, Isopropanol/water and DMSO were all tested as suitable solvents and the morphology was compared through the use of SEM. The morphology of the fibres indicated that DMSO was the best solvent. The influence of the spinning parameters was determined for both systems of DMF and DMSO. These nanofibres were used as reinforcement in LDPE matrix and the mechanical properties of the LDPE matrix was improved with the addition of both aligned and unaligned fibres. The next step was the electrospinning of EVOH fibres containing MWCNT. TEM, FE-SEM and TGA were used to confirm the presence of the MWCNT as well as determine the distribution of the MWCNT inside the nanofibres. The nanotubes were distributed through the fibres; however agglomeration of the nanotubes did still take place. The nanofibres containing MWCNT were also used to make composites where the fibres were melted, leaving the MWCNT behind in the polymer matrix. This was done in both LDPE and EVOH matrices. The LDPE/MWCNT composites
did not give positive results, on the other hand the EVOH/MWCNT composite showed an improvement in the mechanical properties compared to pure EVOH. The attachment of fluorescent dye molecules to the surface of the MWCNT was attempted and through fluorescent microscopy and the dispersion of the nanotubes inside the fibres as well as the composite could be seen. This study proved that polyolefin nanofibres could be obtained, giving rise to more applications for these versatile polymers. It also confirmed the importance of nanofibres as reinforcement and the use of nanofibres as a way to incorporate MWCNT in a polymer matrix.
Opsomming

Elektrospin in ‘n oplosmiddel is ‘n tegniek wat gebruik word om polimeer mikro- en nanovesels te produseer. Die afgelope tyd word baie navorsing gedoen oor die aanwending van polimeer nanovesels wat geproduseer word op hierdie manier.
Daar is nog min navorsing gepubliseer wat handel oor die elektrospin van poliolefiene uit ‘n oplosmiddel, deels oor hoe moeilik dit is om ‘n geskikte elektrospin oplosmiddel te vind vir hierdie polimere. In hierdie studie het ons mikro- en nanovesels verkry deur polipropileen kopolimere te elektrospin by kamertemperatuur.
Die polimere is opgelos in ‘n oplosmiddel sisteem wat bestaan uit sikloheksaan/dimetielformamied/asetoon, by hoë temperatuur en het toegelaat dat die polimere in oplossing bly by kamertemperatuur. Hierdie diverse kopolimere het verskillende resultate gegee, sommige polimere het mikrovesels produseer, waar ander nanovesels geproduseer het.

Die vessel morfologie is ondersoek deur die gebruik van Skandering Elektron Mikroskopie (SEM) en daar is gevind dat die vesels nie ‘n gladde voorkoms het nie, maar dat daar kraalvormige morfologie gesien kon word. Om dit te voorkom is sout by die oplosmiddel sisteem gevoeg. Die invloed van die verskillende parameters op die vesels se deursnit is ondersoek vir al die kopolimere. Die byvoeging van sout het gelei tot ‘n meer gladde vesel morfologie.

Die effek van die gebruik van verskillende oppervlaktes om die vesels op te vang is ondersoek en die die kristalliniteit van die polimeer poeiers is vergelyk met die kristalliniteit van die polimeer vesels met die hulp van DSC en WAXD.

‘n Poging is aangewend om isotaktiese polipropileen te elektrospin uit oplossing, maar ons kon nie daarin slag om die polimeer op te los nie, al was die molekulêre gewig minder as die van die kopolimere. Dit het gelei tot die ondersoek van die smeltpunt temperatuur in oplossing deur die gebruik van oplossing kristallisasie-analise deur laser lig verstrooing (SCALLS). Al die kopolimere het min of meer dieselfde kristalliniteit en hoeveelheid komonomer bevat, tog het hulle smeltpunt temperatuur in oplossing baie verskil. Dit het gedui op die feit dat die tipe komonomeer ‘n groot rol speel in die oplosbaarheid van die kopolimere.

Die elektrospin van etileen-ko-vinielalkohol (EVOH) is ook ondersoek. DMF, Isopropanol/Water en Dimetielsulfoksied (DMSO) is getoets as geskikte oplosmiddels en die morfologie van die vesels is vergelyk deur die gebruik van SEM. Die tyd wat die polimeer in oplossing gebly het aangedi het die morfologie van die vesels, die aangedui dat DMSO die mees geskikte oplosmiddel.
was. Die invloed van die elektrospin parameters was vasgestel vir beide DMF en DMSO sisteme.
Hierdie nanovesels is gebruik as versterking in 'n LDPE matriks en die meganiese eienskappe van die LDPE matriks is verbeter deur die toevoeging van beide nie-geweefde en gerigte veselsoppervlakte.
Die volgende stap was die elektrospin van EVOH vesels wat multi-ommuurde koolstof nanobuisies (MWCNT) bevat. TEM, FE-SEM en TGA was gebruik om te bevestig dat die vesels wel MWCNT bevat asook om die verspreiding van MWCNT in die vesels aan te dui. Die nanobuisies was versprei deur die vesels, maar bundels nanobuisies het tog voorkom in sommige plekke. Die nanovesels wat MWCNT bevat is ook gebruik om nanosamestellings te maak, waar die vesels gesmelt is om net MWCNT agter te laat in die polimeer matriks. Hierdie was gedoen in beide LDPE en EVOH matrikse. Geen positiewe resultate is verkry vir die LDPE/MWCNT nanosamestelling nie, maar die EVOH/MWCNT nanosamestelling het aan die anderkant 'n groot verbetering getoon in die meganiese eienskappe in vergelyking met EVOH sonder MWCNT.
'n Poging was aangewend om fluoreseerende molekules aan die oppervlak van MWCNT te voeg en deur fluorensies mikroskopie kon die verspreiding van die MWCNT in die vesels asook in die nanosamestellings gesien word.
Hierdie studie het bewys dat poliolefin nanovesels gemaak kan word wat lei tot die aanwending van hierdie polimere in nog meer toepassings. Dit het ook die belangrikheid van die gebruik van nanovesels as versterking in nanosamestellings bevestig asook die gebruik van nanovesels as 'n manier om MWCNT in 'n matriks te plaas.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Polyolefins, poly(ethylene-co-vinyl alcohol) and electrospinning

1.1.1 General introduction

In recent times, there has been a great deal of interest in the applications of polymeric nanofibres produced by solution electrospinning. The ability to produce fibres with diameters well below 1 μm in a facile manner has spawned a plethora of papers dealing with possible applications of these fibres. As will be discussed in greater detail at a later stage, the electrospinning of a polymer from solution is subject to the polymer being (a) soluble and (b) that the solvent or combination of solvents that are used is sufficiently conductive to allow for the electrospinning process to occur.

One of the most commonly used group of thermoplastic polymers, the polyolefins, have not been the subject of many electrospinning studies, because, (a) the polymers are typically only soluble in aromatic (chlorinated) hydrocarbons or longer-chain alkanes at elevated temperatures, and (b) these solvents are essentially non-conductive. Initially the research discussed in this thesis was focussed on the electrospinning of the polyolefins, but this evolved into other related areas. What follows below is a brief overview of some of the topics relevant to this thesis.

1.1.2 A general overview of polyolefins

Polyolefins are used in numerous applications. These polymers are chemically quite inert and depending on the morphology have a wide range of physical properties. Most polyolefins melt between 110 and 170 °C, which makes the processing more onerous compared to other commonly used but non-crystalline thermoplastics (like PVC and polystyrene), but at the same time the thermal stability of the polyolefins is therefore better than the aforementioned materials. Overall the polyolefins have good mechanical properties, and are resistant to chemicals (excluding the aliphatic hydrocarbons).

As a group of materials, the commercially important polyolefins are the polyethylenes (low density polyethylene, high density polyethylene and linear low density polyethylene), and polypropylene. Polypropylene is (as an isotactic homopolymer) a highly crystalline material and has numerous applications in industry. Isotactic polypropylene does have a drawback, in that it is quite brittle, particularly at low temperatures. Copolymers of polypropylene are also available. Commercially the
crystalline propylene-ethylene random copolymers (low ethylene content) and the so-called impact copolymers (higher ethylene content, produced by sequential gas-phase polymerization) are produced by heterogeneous transition metal catalysed polymerization.

The addition of the higher 1-alkenes as comonomers to polypropylene decreases the crystallinity of the polymer and thereby increases the processability of the polymer. Polypropylene is a very brittle polymer with a glass transition temperature of 0 °C. By adding the comonomer, the glass transition temperature could be lowered, producing a more flexible polymer. It was also found that the addition of 1- butene decreases the melting temperature of the polymer and the polymer was also more flexible\(^1\). Most of the copolymers of propylene with the higher 1-alkenes have been made (non-commercially) by homogeneous transition metal (metallocene) catalysts. These produce polymers with a much narrower molecular weight distribution than the materials produced by commercial, heterogeneously catalysed reactions\(^2, 3\). The copolymers of propylene and the 1-alkenes can range, as far as the morphology of the polymer is concerned, from being a completely amorphous (rubber) to highly crystalline (meltable thermoplastic). The applications of the materials are obviously affected by the physical state of the material\(^1\).

### 1.1.3 Poly(ethylene-co-vinyl alcohol)

Poly(ethylene-co-vinyl alcohol) (EVOH) is a random copolymer comprising ethylene and vinyl alcohol units. This polymer is prepared by the hydrolysis of a copolymer of ethylene and vinyl acetate. Due the presence of the pendent hydroxyl groups of the vinyl alcohol monomer units, EVOH has some notable properties, one of them being exceptional oxygen barrier properties (as a film). This has led to the polymer being extensively used (in multilayer films) in the food packing industry. Apart from good barrier properties, EVOH also has outstanding thermal processability and is resistant to many solvents. The pendent hydroxyl units on the EVOH backbone make this polymer water insoluble yet hydrophilic. EVOH is also reported to be biocompatible but not biodegradable. This led to the increasing use of EVOH in biomedical applications in recent years\(^4, 5\).

EVOH membranes can also be formed which can be used in filtration applications or in tissue engineering. Kenawy et al\(^6\) suggested that the electrospinning of EVOH is a simple way to prepare porous structures that can be used as membranes.

The surface modification of nanofibres is much easier than a polymer in any other form. Since EVOH have reactive hydroxyl groups attached to the polymer chains, the modification of the surface of EVOH nanofibres will encourage the use of this material in various applications\(^7, 8\).

In recent years the use of nanocomposites has become quite popular. To our understanding, the term nanocomposite refers to the production of a composite containing a nanomaterial as a filler.
In most composites containing fibres, small fibres were, until recently mostly microfibers, and it is only recently that the use of nanofibres as fillers has begun. As we know, nanofibres have superior mechanical properties over microfibers. It therefore stands to reason the incorporating nanofibers in a polymer matrix will enhance the mechanical properties of the polymer, and a few papers have illustrated this\textsuperscript{9-11}. There are a few factors that play a role when using nanofibres as reinforcement. The interaction between the nanofibres and the polymer matrix and the arrangement of the fibres inside the matrix all play a role in the manner in which the polymer will be reinforced.

It has also been shown that EVOH may be used as a compatibiliser between polyolefins and specifically wood species\textsuperscript{12, 13}. The good interaction between EVOH and polyolefins creates the possibility to use EVOH nanofibres as reinforcement in polyolefins. It must be pointed out that the term EVOH describes the whole family of ethylene-vinyl alcohol copolymers. The grades of EVOH are mostly defined by the hydroxyl content (expressed as percentage vinyl alcohol) in the copolymer.

When talking about the use of nanofillers, the use of carbon nanotubes must be mentioned. These nanomaterials have excellent mechanical properties as well as good conductivity characteristics. The use of carbon nanotubes has spread to various applications, including in sensors, catalysts and as conductive films, to name but a few\textsuperscript{14, 15}. One of the main complications when using nanotubes as reinforcement is the distribution of the nanotubes inside the material. In addition, there is the adhesion (or lack thereof) between the polymer and the nanotubes. Nanotubes tend to agglomerate and then when placed inside a polymer matrix they will occur as bundles rather than being well dispersed throughout the material. Agglomerated nanotubes have weaker conductivity and mechanical properties, than nanotubes that are well dispersed\textsuperscript{16, 17}. The incorporation of nanotubes inside a matrix can occur through various methods, but one of the most recent being the use of nanofibres\textsuperscript{18, 19}. This entails that the carbon nanotubes are electrospun with a polymer, from solution. The result is polymer nanofibres containing carbon nanotubes. Research has shown that the carbon nanotubes will be well dispersed throughout the fibres and tend to agglomerate less\textsuperscript{19}. These nanofibres containing nanotubes could then be placed inside a polymer matrix, so not only will the polymer matrix be reinforced by the fibres, but also even more by the nanotubes. Another option is the melting of the fibres inside the polymer leaving the well dispersed carbon nanotubes inside the polymer matrix.

1.1.4 Electrospinning

Electrospinning is a technique in which polymers get drawn into fibre form by the application of an electrostatic force. This technique has the ability to produce polymer material in nanometre range. Nanofibres have excellent properties including a high surface area/weight ratio, good mechanical properties and the ability to have the surface functionalised with ease\textsuperscript{5, 20, 21}. Nanofibres are mainly
used in three areas, textiles, industrial applications and, recently, in the biomedical field. Polymers used in the electrospinning process must be chemically and thermally stable during the process and must be capable of being drawn into fibres.

The electrospinning technique was first observed by Rayleigh in 1897, but was patented by Formhals in 1934. Formhals discovered that when a polymer solution is subjected to an electric field, the electrostatic forces will cause the solution to be drawn into fibres.

When combining the properties of the polyolefins with that of nanofibres it is obvious by producing polyolefin nanofibres will result in a strong material with numerous application possibilities.

Polyolefin nanofibres have been produced by melt electrospinning. The solution electrospinning of polyolefins has not been investigated to nearly the same degree. The main problems are the ones which were mentioned at the start of this chapter; the temperature at which polyolefins are soluble, and the conductivity of the solvents used. Larrondo et al. published some of the first papers describing the electrospinning of polyethylene from a paraffin solution at 100 °C. Not only is the temperature at which electrospinning takes place the problem, but these polymers only dissolve in hydrocarbons which is not really suitable for electrospinning due to their low conductivity.

The possible advantages of being able to produce polyolefin nanofibers by electrospinning makes is worth while exploring routes to overcome the inherent problems associated with these materials.

1.1.5 Aims

The objective of this study was twofold.

In the first instance it was an aim to solution electrospin polyolefins. The use of high temperature was a challenge, so an electrospinning setup needed to be designed to accommodate this problem. The solubility of the polymers in suitable conductive solvents was another obstacle. Polyolefins are highly crystalline materials, but the introduction of comonomers has been shown to decrease the crystallinity of the material which in turn might make it more soluble for solution electrospinning.

The specific goals of this part of the study were as follows:

- Designing an electrospinning setup in which the solution electrospinning of polyolefins can take place.
- Optimising the electrospinning conditions to obtained beadless fibres with the smallest possible diameter.
- Investigate the influence of the different parameters namely, tip-to-collector distance, applied voltage and feed rate, on the fibre diameter.
- Explore the use of different collectors
• Consider the reasons why the usage of the polypropylene copolymers might be better in the solution electrospinning process than other polyolefins.

The second aim of this study was to use EVOH nanofibres as reinforcement in polyolefins, but also the electrospinning of this polymer with carbon nanotubes. These nanofibres containing nanotubes will then be used as a method to incorporate the nanotubes inside a polyolefin matrix. The more specific goals of the second aim were as follows:

• Finding a suitable solvent for the electrospinning of EVOH.
• Optimising the electrospinning conditions to obtained beadless fibres with the smallest possible diameter.
• Investigate the influence of the different parameters namely, tip-to-collector distance, applied voltage and feed rate, on the fibre diameter.
• The incorporation of the nanofibres inside a polyolefin matrix
• Mechanical testing of the formed nanocomposites as well as an investigation of the arrangement of the fibres inside the composite.
• Electrospinning of multi-walled carbon nanotubes with EVOH.
• Incorporation of the carbon nanotubes inside a polymer matrix through the use of nanofibres.
• Investigation of the influence of the nanotubes on the mechanical properties of the polymer matrix.
• Examination of the distribution of the nanotubes inside the fibres and inside the composites.
• Possible functionalization of the EVOH and the electrospinning of the functionalised EVOH.
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Chapter 2

Background

This chapter serves to briefly introduce a number of topics that are relevant to the study that was conducted. For this purpose, the chapter is subdivided into (a) materials used, (b) nanofibres and (c) the methodology of producing them, and (d) considerations regarding polymer nanocomposites.

2.1 Materials used.

2.1.1 Polypropylene copolymers

Numerous articles have been published on the synthesis of polyethylene copolymers produced by metallocene catalysts\(^1\). Far fewer papers have been published regarding the polymerization of polypropylene with \(\alpha\)-olefins, but there are several good examples\(^1-7\).

The copolymers used in this study were polymerized with metallocene catalyst, and were primarily propylene-higher \(\alpha\)-olefin copolymers with a low comonomer content\(^8,9\).

As these polymers were made by metallocene catalysts, a brief introduction to these types of catalysts follow in Section 2.1.1.1.

2.1.1.1 A brief discussion of metallocene catalysts

Metallocene catalysts consist of two (substituted) cyclopentadienyl ligands, bound to a central group 4B transition metal, which in turn is \(\sigma\)-bonded to two additional ligands. The catalytic behaviour is determined by the substituents on the cyclopentadienyl ligands, the stereochemistry of the bound ligands, the type of transition metal as well as the cocatalyst. By varying these factors one can change the activity of the catalyst, the stereospecificity of the monomer insertion and the reactivity of the catalyst towards certain monomers. These catalysts are typically "single-centre" catalysts which allows for the production of polymers with narrow molecular weight distribution.

These catalysts allow the control of molecular weight, molecular weight distribution and tacticity to a greater degree than other transition metal catalyst systems. One of the biggest advantages of these catalysts is that by changing the chemical structure of the catalyst you can control the performance\(^10-13\). The history and development of these catalysts is well-documented\(^11,12\).

It is also necessary to point out that the cocatalyst that is most commonly used is methyl alumoxane or MAO. This is a complex molecule, the structure of which is still not fully resolved. Examples of reported structures are given in Figures 2.1 and 2.2\(^14,15\).
MAO undergoes fast ligand exchange with a metallocene dichloride (the precatalyst), so fast methylation takes place. The next step is a partial demethylation, in which CH$_3^-$ is taken from the metallocene by the Al centre of the MAO. The weakly coordinating MAO anion that is formed will stabilize the catalyst active centre (the cationic metallocene). The MAO also acts as scavenger for impurities and potential catalyst poisons. Other alkyl aluminium compounds can also perform these roles, but MAO also enhances the catalytic activity more than any other alkyl aluminium compound. One of the reasons is that when MAO stabilizes the cationic active centre, it does so by forming a “crown-alumoxane complex”. Conventional cationic polymerization mostly gets terminated by an anionic species attacking the cationic active centre; therefore the stabilization of the cationic centre is very important. Another function of the MAO is to reactivate dormant catalyst species.

Figure 2.3 outlines the proposed mechanism of polymerization of a metallocene catalyst.
The activity of the catalyst as well as the properties of the resultant polymer is dependent on the nature of the metallocene. This includes the type of transition metal centre, structures of the Cp ligands and the way the catalysts and the monomer interacts. The copolymerization of polypropylene with α-olefins have been reported for both isospecific Ziegler-Natta catalysts and more importantly for isospecific metallocene catalysts. The advantage of using an isospecific metallocene catalyst is that these catalysts have high reactivity towards α-olefins and the copolymers produced from them are usually very homogeneous. This meant that polymers with a narrow molecular weight distribution (typically less than 2) and a random distribution of comonomer can be produced. Like in the case of linear low density polyethylene, which is produced when copolymerizing small amounts of α-olefins with ethylene, the addition of the comonomer during the polymerization of propylene decreases the crystallinity of the resultant polymer. This has, inter alia, the effect of increasing the processability of the polymer. It has been reported in literature that the melting temperature of propylene/1-butene copolymers decreases with an increase in comonomer content. With higher α-olefins was shown that the melting temperature of the copolymers did decrease with increasing comonomer content, but that this decrease was independent of the chain length of the comonomer. The appeal of producing propylene copolymers is that not so much that the melting point is decreased, but that the glass transition temperature is lowered from the 0 °C for isotactic polypropylene homopolymer. This glass transition temperature has the effect the iPP cannot be used for low temperature applications. By adding the comonomer, the lower Tg has the result of a tougher, less stiff material at low temperatures. The propylene copolymers can range from being a thermoplastic elastomer to a semicrystalline thermoplastic. The resultant polymers can now be used in a wider range of applications than iPP alone.

2.1.2. Poly(ethylene-co-vinyl alcohol)

Poly(ethylene-co-vinyl alcohol) (EVOH) is a random copolymer consisting of ethylene and vinyl alcohol units. The molecular formula of this copolymer is \(-\text{CH}_2\text{-CH}_2\text{)}_m\text{-}(\text{CH}_2\text{-CH(OH)})_n\). These polymers are produced in two variations. First, these materials are produced (via the ethylene-vinyl acetate copolymer route) as materials with high ethylene content (82 – 90 mole%) as either an
ethylene-vinyl alcohol copolymer or as an ethylene-vinyl acetate-vinyl alcohol terpolymer. These materials are usually used as adhesives. The second variation is made by fully hydrolysing poly(ethylene-co-vinyl acetate) with an ethylene content of 25 to 45% to produce EVOH with 60-75 mole% vinyl alcohol. This type of EVOH has exceptional properties, which include excellent barrier properties, which means that this polymer has a high resistance to gas diffusion. These polymers also have good solvent resistance and processability.

The excellent barrier properties can be attributed to the molecular structure of EVOH. The molecular structure is very symmetrical and there strong hydrogen bonding is present due to the pendent hydroxyl groups. This makes the diffusion of oxygen through the polymer very difficult, since the movement of the segments that are necessary for oxygen diffusion is limited by the high inter- and intramolecular cohesive energy. When the ethylene content increases, the inter- and intramolecular hydrogen bond strength decreases. The segments will be able to move and oxygen will be able to diffuse through the material more easily. Because of the excellent barrier properties, EVOH is usually used as packaging material. EVOH is usually coextruded or blended with other polymers, like HDPE, for the formation of films. EVOH is very sensitive to humidity and the humidity can change the resistance of the polymer to oxygen diffusion. The greater the amount of hydroxyl pendant groups, the more the polymer will be influenced by moisture and humidity. The moisture acts as plasticiser and increases the oxygen permeability. EVOH is thus normally sandwiched between two moisture barrier resins, so the oxygen barrier properties will be retained even the packaging film is exposed to moisture. The properties of EVOH will vary according to the vinyl alcohol content. It was found that with an increase in the vinyl alcohol content there is also an increase in the hardness of the material.

Another feature of EVOH (due to the presence of the hydroxyl groups) is that the polymer is hydrophilic whilst still being water-insoluble. EVOH is reported to be biocompatible but non-biodegradable. Due to these properties EVOH can be used as a biomaterial. Recent studies have highlighted the use of EVOH in biomaterial applications. EVOH can be electrospun and used as nanofibrous mats for cell growth, as membranes and in tissue engineering.

EVOH generally has a low reactivity towards active compounds at low temperature. To improve this property, functional groups can be added to the structure by reacting with the hydroxyl groups on the polymer. As an example of this, EVOH can be reacted with amminosaccharides to produce glycopolymers that can be used as membranes.

2.2 Nanofibres in general

Nanofibres have received quite a bit of attention in the past few years. These fibres can be used in a variety of applications. The definition of a nanomaterial is varied, but nanofibres can be described as threadlike materials with a diameter of less than 400 to 500 nm.
Polymeric fibres can be produced by spinning, either from solution or from the melt. For a polymer to be spinnable it needs to be thermally and chemically stable during the spinning process. It must also be possible for the polymer to be pulled into threads and converted into a solid fibre. The ability to produce polymeric nanofibres (for example by electrospinning) has created some interesting possible applications. Tissue engineering is one of the applications for nanofibres and is probably one the most extensively studied areas. Biodegradable material can be spun unto a wound directly. This covering will boost the skin growth and the wound will heal faster. Biocompatible nanofibrous mats of polymer and protein can be added to prosthetic implants, and will act as an interface between the tissue and the implant. Bognitzki et al. took a polymer that can be electrospun easily, but will degrade at high temperatures and coated it with a desired thermally stable material that will form a wall on the outside of the fibre. Once this is done, the polymer inside is degraded and you are left will a tubular form of the coated material which can be used in a variety of applications. These are is just a few examples of the ways in which nanofibres can be applied.

Ramakrishna et al. have discussed various ways of producing nanofibres, drawing, phase separation, self-assembly, template synthesis and electrospinning. For the purpose of this study we will only discuss electrospinning.

2.3 Methodology

2.3.1. Electrospinning

Electrospinning is a fibre-forming process in which a polymer melt or solution gets drawn into fibres. This technique has become popular in the industry the past few years, especially in the biomedical field. This is due to the fact that is a relatively easy process to produce nanofibres that can be used in a wide variety of applications. One of the main areas that are being researched is the use of nanofibres in tissue engineering, since the electrospinning of the material creates a mat that has a high surface area as well as high porosity.

Rayleigh first detected this phenomenon in 1897 and eventually it was patented by Formhals in 1934. Formhals discovered that if a solid material is dissolved in a liquid and passed through an electrical field, the formation of fibres will take place. The process works is that when, for example, a polymer solution is subjected to an electrical field; the electrostatic forces will cause the polymer to be drawn into fibres. One advantage of electrospinning is that it produces fibres with a diameter in the nanometer range that have a very high ratio of surface area to mass. Polymers in this form also have better mechanical properties and functionalization of the surface is also much easier than for similar polymeric fibres in the micrometer range.
There are two types of electrospinning, melt electrospinning and solution electrospinning. Melt electrospinning implies that the electrospinning takes place out of a polymer melt. With solution electrospinning the polymer is dissolved and then electrospun out of the solution.

The solution electrospinning setup usually requires a capillary which will supply the polymer solution, a high voltage supply and a grounded collector plate. The solution may be gravity fed through a capillary tube. Another option is to place the solution in a syringe and to use a syringe pump to deliver the polymer solution in a controlled fashion. An electrode is attached to the syringe or capillary and one with an opposite charge is attached to the grounded collector plate. A droplet of the polymer solution is suspended at the tip of the needle. The droplet will be subjected to two forces, the first being the surface tension of the droplet and the second the electrostatic forces of the electrical field. The surface tension of the droplet will be in equilibrium with the electrical field and the electrical charges in the solution will interact with the electrical field and the drop will elongate in conical shape, namely a Taylor cone. The angle of a Taylor cone is about 30°. At a given point the surface tension will be overcome by the electrostatic forces and the polymer solution will then erupt in a jet at the tip of the Taylor cone and in a whipping motion get drawn towards the grounded collector plate.\(^4^4, 4^8, 5^2, 5^8-6^3\).

![Figure 2.4 Electrospinning setup](image-url)
The electrospinning process seems quite simple, but on closer examination it is actually quite complex. There are some factors that are quite important and by varying them the whole process can change. For example, while the jet appears to follows direct path toward the collector plate, this is not the case. The jet will start to move from side to side (called the whipping of the jet) in the form of a cone with its opening going towards the collector plate. This whipping motion leaves room for instabilities to occur.

Hohman et al.\textsuperscript{64, 65} looked in detail at the instabilities of the jet. According to these papers, there are two types of instabilities. In the first case the centre of the jet remains stable, but the radius gets modulated and in the second case this is reversed. Hohman et al.\textsuperscript{64, 65} also postulated three modes that are unstable. First there is the Rayleigh mode, where the electrical effects plays the biggest role, second there is the axisymmetric mode and third the whipping conducting mode. The latter two modes only exist when the solution conductivity is limited. When the Rayleigh instability is decreased by increasing the electrical field, the conducting mode is favoured. These authors concluded that the core of electrospinning is the whipping of the jet and that charge density on the jet interacts with the external field and an instability is created. It is not only the jet that will influence the electrospinning process, although it plays an important role. The shape of the fibres can vary, from being flat ribbons to very broad fibre diameters\textsuperscript{52}. Other factors include the type of solvent, the viscosity of the solution, the voltage applied and the distance between the needle and the grounded collector plate\textsuperscript{48, 52, 55}.

The factors influencing the process can be divided into two categories, parameters relating to the polymer solution and those relating to the conditions of the electrospinning process\textsuperscript{48}.

\subsection*{2.3.1.1. Polymer solution parameters}

\textbf{Solution viscosity, molecular weight and solution concentration}

For electrospinning to take place, the solution needs to have a certain viscosity. The viscosity of the solution will be influenced by the molecular weight and concentration of the polymer in solution. The molecular weight (and therefore viscosity) plays a role, because when the jet leaves the needle tip, the molecular entanglement of the polymer chains cause the jet to be continuous and stable\textsuperscript{48, 58}.

There are two ways to increase the viscosity of the solution. The molecular weight of the polymer could be increased or the concentration could be increased. The entanglement density will increase with an increase in molecular weight\textsuperscript{48, 66}. With polymer solutions, the molecular weight plays an important role and can have an effect on electrical and rheological properties, for example surface tension, viscosity, dielectric strength and conductivity\textsuperscript{67}. Overall it was observed that fibre diameter becomes smaller and more uniform with an increase in the solution concentration\textsuperscript{52, 68}.
The morphology of the fibre or artefact will change as follows with an increase in concentration: at low concentration only beads will form, then beads and emerging fibres will form, then beaded fibres, then only fibres and finally spherical fibres or macrobeads. When the viscosity is too low, surface tension will be the overriding influence. There will be more solvent molecules and fewer polymer chain entanglements, leading to bead formation or the formation of drops instead of fibres. When the viscosity increases there are more chain entanglements and the charges will stretch the solution. The solvent molecules will be distributed among the chains. Rayleigh instability occurs when the jet becomes unstable and breaks up into droplets. When the viscosity is too low, there will be no resistance against Rayleigh instability. Spherical droplets can be formed due to the lack of chain molecules, but a complete break-up is prevented. These droplets will repel each other and will not combine. If there is an increase in the charge density on the surface of the droplets, they will burst into even smaller droplets. This process is known as electrospraying. Bead formation usually takes place when Rayleigh instability occurs for long-chain molecules. These molecules cannot be break up into droplets that easily and rather cause beaded fibres.

On the other hand, if the viscosity is too high, the solution may dry at the tip of the needle, before it can be electrospun and a high viscosity could also make it difficult to pump the solution through the syringe. When this happens the fibres that are formed are not uniform, or no fibres at all may be produced. The fibre diameter will also increase, due to the fact that solution will resist stretching.

Some interesting fibre morphologies have also been found when varying the solution concentration. A solution of polyvinyl alcohol was electrospun by Holzmeister et al. at different solution concentrations. When using an 8 wt% solution they found smooth fibres, whereas using 4 to 6 wt% solutions they observed the formation of barbed fibres. They explained this phenomenon, saying that is due to the slow charge relaxation compared to the formation of the secondary instabilities which will deform the jet.

Surface Tension

The polymer in solution needs to overcome the surface tension to be able to be electrospun. Surface tension effectively decreases the surface area per unit mass of a fluid. This could cause the jet to break up into droplets because of Rayleigh instability. The surface tension will cause the molecules to aggregate together when there is a high concentration of free solvent molecules and will cause bead formation. When the viscosity is high, the interaction between the polymer and the solvent molecules is better. So when the solution is subjected to charge, the solvent molecules spread out over the entanglements of the polymer molecules. This will reduce the chances of the solvent molecules aggregating. Certain solvents have low surface tension and will be ideal to use.
Another method of reducing the surface tension of a solution is by adding a surfactant or a salt to the solution.\footnote{48}

**Dielectric effect of a solvent**

The dielectric constant of a solvent gives an indication of the polarity of the solvent. The dielectric constant is very important in the electrospinning process. It was found that a solvent with a high dielectric constant decreases bead formation and fibre diameter.\footnote{48, 74-76} Hsu and Shivkumar\footnote{74} also found that when adding N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF) to chloroform when electrospinning poly(caprolactone) the deposition rate also increases. Jarusuwannapoom et al\footnote{77} tested the influence of different solvents on the fibre morphology of polystyrene fibres. They found that solvents with a high dipole moment and conductivity produce fibres more easily. If the polymer dissolves well in the given solvent, a higher dielectric constant solvent will generally lead to thinner fibres and less beading during the electrospinning process.

This decrease in beading and fibre diameter is not always the case, however. When a solvent with a high dielectric constant is used, but the polymer does not interact well with the solvent, the formation of beads may occur, in addition to an increase in fibre diameter.\footnote{48}

**Conductivity of the solution**

During electrospinning the solution gets stretched due to the charges that are repulsed on the surface of the solution. When the conductivity of the solution is increased more charges can be carried by the jet. An increase in the conductivity means that electrostatic forces can now overcome the surface tension much easier.\footnote{48, 78} The more charges the jet carries, the more the solution will be stretched and the more the solution is stretched, the lesser is the chance of bead formation and thinner fibres will also be produced.\footnote{48, 67} The increase in charges also causes the jet to have greater bending instability which in turn will lead to a greater deposition area. The solution however can only be stretched up until a certain point, viscoelastic charges will be working against the coulombic forces of the charges and this limits the amount of stretching the solution can undergo. Results have also shown that if the conductivity is too high, only droplets are formed.\footnote{79} In some cases it is very difficult to find solvents that will dissolve the polymer as well as being conductive enough. In these cases, an ionic salt could be added to the mixture, thereby increasing the conductivity of the solution. When ionic salts are used (like NaCl, LiCl, and KH$_2$PO$_4$) beadless fibres are usually obtained.\footnote{48, 67, 80, 81-40} The salts do have an effect on the morphology of the fibre though. Due to higher conductivity the solution will get stretched more and thinner fibres can be formed.\footnote{75} Qin et al\footnote{78, 80}, Demir et al\footnote{69}, and Fong et al\footnote{82} all found that fibre diameter decreases with the addition of an ionic salt. In another experiment it was found that if the conductivity of the solution is already high, adding salt can cause aggregation and fusion of the fibres.\footnote{81} Qin et al\footnote{80} found that when comparing different salts, LiCl produces the fibres with the largest diameter. They
said the salt increased the conductivity of the solution and this leads to an increase in the surface charge of the jet, which in turn will lead to more fluent spinning, now the amount of solution in the jet increases and then eventually the fibre diameter increase.

**Processing parameters**

These are the external factors that influence the electrospinning process.

**Size and diameter of the needle**

A smaller internal diameter of a needle was found to produce thinner fibres. With a smaller internal diameter the size of the droplet at the tip of the needle is reduce and the surface tension of the droplet will increase. If the same voltage is used over different diameter sizes, you will find for the smaller diameter size a bigger coulombic force is needed to initiate the jet. This will decrease the acceleration of the jet and the solution will undergo more stretching before it reaches the collector plate. The smaller diameter also prevents the solution from blocking the opening and this might be due to the fact that the solution is less exposed to the atmosphere.

The diameter cannot be too small; otherwise the solution cannot be drawn from the tip of the needle.

**Feed rate**

For a stable Taylor cone to be formed the process requires a certain voltage and for a certain voltage there is a certain feed rate to produce a stable Taylor cone. The amount of solution that is available to be electrospun is determined by the feed rate. The fibre diameter usually increases with an increase in the feed rate; this can be explained by the fact that there is now more solution that needs to be drawn away from the needle tip. The increase of fibre diameter occurs only up to a certain point. If the feed rate equals the rate at which the solution is taken by die electrospinning jet, an increase in feed rate will cause an increase in the charges. This implies that the solution will get stretched more and thus a smaller diameter fibre will be obtained.

A high feed rate may also lead to a situation where fibres fuse together. When there is a high feed rate, more solution needs to get drawn from the tip of the needle and the jet will take a longer time to dry. This means that all the solvent might not be evaporated by the time the fibre reaches the collector plate and this may cause the fibres to fuse together. At a lower feed rate the solvent will have more time to evaporate.
**Voltage**

The applied voltage will initiate the electrospinning process. This is done by the fact that it induces the electrostatic force on the solution by the charges that it gives to the solution. As soon as the electrostatic forces overcome the surface tension of the solution, the polymer will be electrospun.

For electrospinning DC voltage supply is mostly used, but AC can be used as well. The jet will be initiated by the charging of the solution. This usually takes place quite quickly and when using an AC supply, this will occur before the voltage alternates. In this case the jet contains positive and negative charges. This will reduce the bending instability of the jet, because bending instability is due to the cumbolic repulsive forces in the jet and the positive or negative charges will reduce these forces. Fibres produced with AC generally have a larger diameter compared to those spun with a DC supply (of the same voltage). However a thicker layer of fibres can be obtained by an AC supply. Since there will be fewer like charges that accumulate on the fibres, the fibres will pack close together.

The high voltage causes the formation of the Taylor cone at the tip of the needle. The stability of the jet is dependent on the amount of voltage that is applied. The higher the voltage the more solution gets drawn from the tip of the needle; in this case the Taylor cone might be smaller and less stable. If the feed rate is too slow while the voltage is too high, it may cause the Taylor cone to recede into the needle.

The high voltage also has an influence on the morphology of the fibres. It was found that with higher voltage there is more bead formation. During higher voltage the solution gets stretched more and with more stretching you would assume there would be less beading. One reason for the bead formation could be that the Taylor cone is not that stable or even has receded into the needle.

The diameter of the fibre is also influenced by the voltage. Usually thinner fibres would be expected with a higher charge, because the solution gets stretched more. Also if the viscosity of the solution is low, the higher voltage may cause secondary jets and this reduces the fibre diameter. However, it was also found that with high voltage the fibre diameter actually increases. This is said to be due to more polymer being ejected at a higher voltage, encouraging the formation of thicker fibres. With an increase in the voltage, the electrical field is increased and this should encourage the formation of thinner fibres, however Baumgarten found that with an increase in the field strength, the fibre diameter goes through a minimum and at certain field strength, the fibre diameter becomes larger with an increase in field strength. This can be related to the feed rate of the polymer.

There have been some cases where a lower voltage leads to fibres with a smaller diameter. At a lower voltage the time of flight of the jet is longer and the jet gets more time to stretch and elongate.
The crystallinity of the fibres is also influenced by the amount of voltage that is applied. Polymer molecules can become more ordered due to the electrostatic field and therefore have greater crystallinity. Too high voltage can decrease the crystallinity. When the voltage increase the time of flight of the jet increases, this implies that the molecules will have less time to orientate themselves before they reach the collector plate, leading to less crystalline fibres.48

**The effect of the collector**

For the electrospinning process to begin there must be an electrical field present between the source and the collector. The collector plate can be conductive or non-conductive, though conductive is usually preferred. Aluminium foil is a good example of a conductive collector, but because of the difficulty transferring the fibres from the foil, other collectors like conductive cloth or paper, rotating rod or wheel or liquid non-solvent can be used.48, 67 The use of different collectors can have a great influence on the morphology and physical properties of the fibres and the type of collector will also influence the packing density of the fibres as well as the arrangement of the fibres.83, 84 When a non-conductive collector is used, the charges of the jet will accumulate on the collector, this leads to fewer fibres on the collector. The more charges that are accumulated on the collector will cause repulsive forces and the fibres will not pack as closely together as on a conductive collector.

A honey-comb structure can form when using a non-conductive collector. As the density of the charge on the initial fibre mesh builds up, this will cause repulsion of the fibres forming after that and this will lead to the honey-comb structure. Since nanofibres are non-conductive, this may also occur when using a conductive collector. When a lot of fibres are collected and the mesh becomes quite thick, the accumulation of charges can also take place, causing a dimple-like structure on the fibre mesh.48

Static or moving collectors also have an influence on the fibre morphology. A rotating collector will produce aligned fibres but also drier fibres since the rotating collector gives the solvent more time to evaporate. This is especially useful when using a conductive solvent with a high boiling point like DMF.48, 67 The rotation speeds also has an influence on the collection. At lower speeds, the fibres tend to be collected randomly although still aligned. When the speed increases a centrifugal force develops near the boundary of the drum, this elongates the fibres that are collected. When the rotational speed is too high, fibres will tend to break up and non-continuous fibres are formed.45, 83 Edwards et al.85 found that with a collector speed slower than the spinning rate, the fibres will only be partially aligned. At even higher speeds, more crystalline fibres will be obtained, but at certain threshold the fibres will start to deform and a drop in crystallinity will be seen. Konghlang et al.86 found that by varying the rotating collector’s speed they could influence crystal morphology and molecular orientation.
When using a porous collector it was found that the fibres also seem to have a lower packing density. With a smooth surface you may get the accumulation of solvents around the fibres. When using a porous collector the solvent will evaporate more quickly because of the higher surface area. When the fibres dry faster, charge will build up on the fibres and that then will repulse the next fibres to pack closely. On a smooth surface the solvent will cause the charges to be lead away to the conductor. Acharya et al. did some work by using a dual electric field. They could control the orientation of the fibres by applying a secondary electric field perpendicular to the primary field.

**Distance between the tip and the collector**

The electrospinning process depends strongly on the time of flight of the fibres as well as the strength of the electric field. Both these factors are influenced by the distance between the tip of the needle and the collector plate. When the distance is decreased, the jet will have a shorter distance to travel and because the electric field now also increase, the jet will accelerate faster. This might not give the solvent enough time to evaporate and this may lead to the fibres merging and forming a connected mesh.

The morphology of the fibres can also be affected by the distance between tip and collector. Beads may be observed when using a shorter distance. When the distance decreases the electric field strength increases. When the field strength is too high it may lead to greater instability of the jet and this may cause the formation of beads. The distance can be set to achieve optimal field strength and then bead formation may not occur.

The fibre diameter has also found to decrease with an increase in the distance. When the distance is longer, the jet can be stretched and elongate more, leading to a smaller fibre diameter. However the distance become too large, the fibre diameter might increase due to the fact the electrical field strength is weaker and no sufficient stretching and elongations can take place.

The shape of the fibre can also be influenced by the distance. It has been found that with shorter distances, flatter. More ribbon-like fibres are produced and as the distance increases, the more rounded the fibres become.

**Temperature of the solution**

The higher the temperature of the solution the less viscous the solution will be and the better the solvent will evaporate. Literature also indicates that certain polymers produce a more uniform fibre diameter when spun at a higher temperature. The lower viscosity of the solution allows more equal stretching of the solution. Higher temperature may also lead to thinner fibre diameter. When the solution is less viscous and the polymer molecules more mobile, the Coulombic forces can stretch the solution more, resulting in thinner fibres. It has to be noted though, that functionality on
some molecules could be affected by the higher temperature, like when working with biological molecules $^{48}$.

**Ambient parameters**

This is the effect of the surroundings on the electrospinning process. This area has not yet been thoroughly investigated.

**Humidity and temperature**

Humidity and the temperature of the atmosphere surrounding the electrospinning setup can have an influence on the fibre morphology. With an increase in temperature the solvent evaporation increases and the viscosity of the solution decreases. Both these factors will greatly influence the fibre morphology $^{88}$. At higher temperature smaller fibres may be obtained, this was in fact described by Supaphol et al. $^{89}$ with polyamide-6 fibres. They explained it by concluding that the increase in temperature expanded the polymer molecules so the degree of chain entanglements reduced, leading to lower viscosity. The lower viscosity will lead to lower viscoelastic forces to counter the Coulombic stretching force, therefore the material will be stretched more and thinner fibres are obtained. Wang et al. $^{90}$ found that with an increase in temperature of a polycrylonitrile/DMF solution, the solution viscosity and surface tension decreases, but there is an increase in the solution conductivity and thinner fibres were formed. When the humidity is high water may condense on the surface of the fibre and this may cause pores on the surface of the fibre $^{48}$. These were seen when using polystyrene, polycarbonate and poly(methyl methacrylate) $^{59}$, $^{91}$. As the humidity increases the size of the pores increase as well, and as they get larger they may combine, forming larger structures on the fibre $^{48}$. Casper et al. $^{59}$. found that when using polystyrene, higher humidity leads to increases in the pore diameter and pore size distribution. With atomic force microscopy it was proven that the depth of the pores also increase with an increase in humidity but only up to a certain point. The water vapour usually condenses on the surface when the surface of the jet is cooled by the rapid evaporation of the solvent. When both the solvent and the water evaporate eventually pores are formed $^{48}$, $^{59}$. When looking at the influence on electrostatic charges, it was found that at a higher humidity there were no charges in the particles, but as the humidity decreased, the amount of charges on the particles increased.

The rate of the evaporation of the solvent is also influenced by the humidity. In very low humidity the solvent will evaporate very quickly and the solvent may evaporate quicker than the rate at which the solvent is removed from the tip of the needle, causing that after a few minutes the needle might be blocked and the electrospinning process will stop. At higher humidity the solvent evaporate rate will decrease and the fibre will have longer time elongate, leading to thinner fibres
The humidity effect has also been shown to have an influence on the melting and crystallinity of certain polymer fibres.

**Pressure**

Low pressure usually does not have a positive influence on the electrospinning process. At pressure below atmospheric pressure, the solution just flows out the needle and the initiation of the jet will not be stable. The further the pressure decreases, the solution will start to bubble at the tip of the needle. Then at very low pressure, the electrical charges will be directly discharged, making electrospinning impossible.

The electrospinning process can also take place in a vacuum. A few scientists have reported that fibres with better properties and morphology are obtained in a vacuum. For example, Rangkupan and Reneker obtained much thinner fibres when melt-spinning polypropylene in a vacuum.

**Type of atmosphere**

By changing the atmosphere in which the electrospinning takes place, the electrospinning process may be influenced. Under high electrostatic field, gases will behave differently depending on the breakdown voltage of the gas. A gas with a high break-down voltage, like Freon®-12, will produce thicker fibres compared to the same solution spun in an air atmosphere. If helium is used as atmosphere, no electrospinning is possible, due to the breakdown of the gas under the electrostatic field.

The above-mentioned factors and how they influence the electrospinning process can usually be applied to melt electrospinning as well. There are some differences though. The biggest difference is that the reservoir, in which the polymer solution is kept, should be heated constantly to keep the solution in the molten state. The polymer solution may be more viscous depending on the temperature of the solution; therefore a higher voltage is required for the initiation of the jet. Increasing the field strength produces smaller fibres.

With melt electrospinning the distance between the tip of the needle and the collector is also much smaller, more in the range of 2 cm.

**2.3.1.2. Solution electrospinning of polyolefins**

Not a lot of work has been published on the solution electrospinning of polyolefins. One of the main reasons for this may be the difficulty of dissolving polyolefins in a solvent that will be suitable for electrospinning. Polyolefins usually dissolve in nonpolar solvents, which have a low dielectric constant and that leads to poor conductivity. Polyolefins also need to be dissolved at high
temperatures and will only stay in solution if kept at a high temperature. This causes a lot of problems when using a conventional setup and therefore acquires that the setup should be altered. Larrondo and Manley\textsuperscript{95-97} have spun polyethylene out of melt and in a paraffin solution at 100 °C. One of the main problems of this was that the paraffin had to be removed after spinning. This could only be done by washing the fibres with xylene. Givens \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{94} used \textit{p}-xylene to electrospin linear low density polyethylene. \textit{P}-xylene will evaporate during the electrospinning process, so no post treatment will be needed. The dielectric constant of \textit{p}-xylene however is still low and the solution needed to be at a high temperature. Givens overcame this problem by adding a salt, \textit{tert}-butylammonium, and altering the electrospinning setup. They used an infrared emitter to keep the spinning setup at 110 °C \textsuperscript{94}. The fibre diameter was in the micrometre range. Rabolt \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{98, 99} used a solvent system comprising of three different solvents, cyclohexane, DMF and acetone. They reported that they were able to electrospin polyolefins at room temperature.

2.4 Polymer composites

The word composite refers to two or more materials that has been put together to form one material. In the case of polymer composites it is usually a polymer that contains another material. This material usually enhances the properties of the polymer. Making nanocomposites is one of the subjects that have been studied extensively the past few years. The reason for this is that you can form a new material with two different materials and the composites will have the properties of the two different materials. So by forming composites we can formulate materials with distinct properties.

2.4.1. Particular reinforcement

To use particles as a reinforcing material is probably the technique that is used the most. Particles mostly enhance the yield strength and the elastic modulus. When these particles are too big, they will scatter light and if a transparent material is required, that will influence the appearance of the material. This is one of the reasons why nanoparticles are preferred in a variety of applications. One of the problems with nanoparticles, though, is the fact they tend to agglomerate when higher volumes of nanoparticles are used. When the particles agglomerate or do not disperse uniformly, it can cause the material to have weaker mechanical properties than the neat material \textsuperscript{100}. Several studies have focussed on producing a better method to disperse these nanoparticles in a material, with as little agglomeration as possible.
2.4.2. Platelets

Platelet fillers usual exist as a layered material in their natural state. To use these fillers in a material, the layers should be separated and well disperse throughout the material. The separation of these fillers can be described in three ways. In the first instance, we have the miscible state; here the spacing between the layers of the particle is very small. In the (second) intercalated state there is a space between the different layers. There are two ways of preparing intercalated polymer/clay composites; melt – intercalation and solution polymerization intercalation. Melt – intercalation is the preferred method, since it does not require solvents in which both polymer and clay can be dissolved in \textsuperscript{101}. The third state is the exfoliated state where the layers of the platelets are totally separated \textsuperscript{100}.

The most popular platelet fillers are graphite and clay. A lot of research has been done on polymer-clay composites. These nanocomposites have great advantages like improved thermal stability, stiffness, strength and toughness over the unfilled matrix polymer. The clay is usually quite hydrophilic and the polymer usually hydrophobic. Because of these differences, the clay tends to agglomerate inside the matrix. To overcome this, the surface of the clay can be modified \textsuperscript{100}. Lui \textit{et al} \textsuperscript{102} added clay particles to electrospun fibres, thereby increasing the thermal and mechanical properties of these fibres.

When looking at graphite fillers, one of the main advantages is the increase in the conductivity of the material when adding these platelets to the polymer material \textsuperscript{100}.

2.4.3. Fibrous materials

Fibres are frequently used in polymers as reinforcement. In early applications, microfibres have been used. Recently research has been focussed on using nanofibres as reinforcement. Nanofibres are mainly preferred due to the fact that they possess even better mechanical properties than microfibres. Incorporating them in polymer materials will enhance the properties of these composites \textsuperscript{45}. Neppalli \textit{et al} \textsuperscript{103} prepared composites of polycaprolactone reinforced with electrospun nylon fibres. The stiffness of the material as well as the ductility was increased. This was different to what was found when using other fillers. Kim \textit{et al} \textsuperscript{104} used poly(benzimidazole) as reinforcement in epoxy and rubber matrices. The Young’s modulus and fracture toughness of the epoxy were increased by the addition of nanofibres. In the rubber matrix, the fibres increased the Young’s modulus of the rubber. In other research, by Bergshoef \textit{et al} \textsuperscript{105}, Nylon 4, 6 fibres were incorporated in an epoxy matrix. By this means they were able to produce a transparent material and the fibres had a reinforcing effect on the epoxy. Recently Tang \textit{et al} \textsuperscript{106} used cellulose fibres to reinforce poly(vinyl alcohol). The fibres enhanced the Young’s modulus by 600 % compared to the pure polymer and the visible light transmittance for the composites was 75 %.
Swart et al.\textsuperscript{107} prepared silicone laminated composites by distributing non-woven fibres of poly(methyl methacrylate-\textit{graft}-poly(dimethyl siloxane) inside a silicone matrix. They found that the strength, stiffness and surprisingly the toughness of the material increased when adding the fibres. Bayley et al.\textsuperscript{108} used polyacrylonitrile-\textit{graft}-poly(dimethyl siloxane) fibres as reinforcement inside a silicone matrix. Both non-woven and aligned fibres were used as reinforcement and the aligned fibres showed the greatest increase in the stiffness of the material. What was interesting was that the unaligned fibres showed an immense increase in the extendibility of the material compared to the composite filled with aligned fibres and the unfilled composite. They ascribed this to a complex failure mechanism.

There are still many areas of research regarding the use of nanofibres as reinforcement that are essentially wide open. For example, the bonding of the nanofibres to the surface of the polymer and also the effect the nanofibres have on the mechanical properties. In addition, there is also the effect of the arrangement of the fibres in the composites, the use of aligned or unaligned fibres etc. have on the properties of the composites\textsuperscript{45}.  

\subsection{2.4.4. Carbon nanotubes}

Carbon nanotubes are often favoured as nanofillers in materials and more specifically polymers. They have excellent conductivity as well as reinforcement characteristics. Carbon nanotubes can be used in many applications, varying from conductive films, catalysts and catalyst supports to sensors. Carbon exists in three solid phase allotrope forms: diamond, graphite and fullerenes. In the diamond form, each carbon atom is \textit{sp}^3 hybridized and bonded to four other carbon atoms and arranged in a tetrahedral form. These \textit{sp}^3 hybridized bonds are responsible for diamond’s electrically insulating properties. In graphite the carbon atoms are \textit{sp}^2 hybridized and they are bound together in a hexagonal network. Layered planar sheets of these carbon atoms forms graphite. The carbon atoms are only bonded to 3 other atoms. Because of this graphite is conductive, since the free electrons in the unhybridized $p$ orbital can move around from one $p$ orbital to another and they form a delocalised $\pi$ network. The last form is fullerenes; they involve cylindrical molecules made up out of carbon \textit{sp}^2 hybridized atoms\textsuperscript{109, 110}. In 1991 Iijima discussed the preparation of a new type of carbon structure in the form of needle-like tubes. He grew graphite carbon needles on a carbon electrode. They observed on electron microscopy that each needle was made up of coaxial tubes of graphite sheets which varied from 2 to 50 sheets. The carbon-atom hexagons are arranged in a helical form around the axis of the needle\textsuperscript{111}. To describe it in a less complex way, carbon nanotubes (CNT) comprises of graphite sheets that are rolled up in a cylinder shape. This cylindrical structure is seamless and hollow. They consist of hexagonal carbon networks and are usually capped on one or both ends by a hemispherical fullerene.
molecule \(^{112-114}\). The bonding in carbon nanotubes is \(\text{sp}^2\). Due to the fact that it is in cylindrical form, the three \(\sigma\) bonds are marginally out of the plane and the \(\pi\) orbital will be delocalized outside the tube \(^{110}\). The length of the CNT is usually in the micrometer range and the diameter up to 100 nm. They are very complex because of the formation of bundles and these bundles become entangled forming a network \(^{112}\).

CNT can be used in polymers as nanofillers because of their excellent properties. These properties include a large aspect ratio, high flexibility, low mass density and most important excellent electrical and conductive properties \(^{115-118}\). These graphite structures have carbon atoms with \(\text{sp}^2\) hybridisation and therefore are covalently bonded \(^{111, 113}\). Due to this covalent bonding the surface area to volume ratio is very high and they have good tensile strength and a high elastic modulus. Their flexibility can be attributed to the fact that they can deform under large stress without breaking \(^{113}\). They can have a large number of different chiralities and helicities \(^{109}\). Ajayan \textit{et al}\(^{119}\) was the first person to use CNT in a polymer as a nanofiller.

Before looking at CNT as carbon fillers, it is best to look at the different type of CNT available as well as their properties.

### 2.4.4.1. Single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNT)

A single sheet of graphite is wrapped into a tubular form to create SWCNT. The edges of the sheet are fused and form a seamless tube \(^{114}\). As described earlier each carbon atom is covalently bonded to three other carbon atoms next to it \(^{116}\). The structural parameters of SWCNT will determine whether it is semi-conducting or metallic.

![Figure 2.5 Schematic drawing to show the way in which a hexagonal graphite sheet will be rolled, creating a carbon nanotube](image)

The tube chirality is used to describe the way in which the sheets are rolled. The chirality is changed by the way in which the sheets are rolled up. The tube chirality is defined by the equation

\[
\text{Chiral Angle} = \theta = \frac{n_2 m_1 - n_1 m_2}{\sqrt{n_1^2 + n_2^2}}
\]
\( \vec{c}_h = n\vec{a}_1 + m\vec{a}_2 \), where \( n \) and \( m \) are the number of steps along the unit vectors of the hexagonal lattice and \( \vec{a}_1 \) and \( \vec{a}_2 \) are the unit vectors. The chiral angle is determined by the following equation

\[
\text{chiral angle } \theta = \tan^{-1}\left(\frac{\sqrt{3}n}{2m+n}\right)
\]

The chiral angle is used to divide the nanotubes into three types: zigzag, where \( m = 0 \) and \( \theta = 0^\circ \) and arm chair where \( n = m \) and \( \theta = 30^\circ \), and all the other types, which are specified as chiral. The relationship between \( n \) and \( m \) determines their conductive properties. Arm chair SWCNT are always metallic and they have a band gap of 0 eV. Zigzag tubes can either be metallic or semiconducting. If the SWCNT have \( n - m = 3 \) or a multiple of 3, they are semi-metallic and have band gap of a few meV. When SWCNT have \( n - m \) not equal to 3 or a multiple of 3, they are semiconducting with a band gap of 0.5 – 1 eV. When looking at the probable nanotube conformations from a statistical point of view, it can be seen that one-third of the possible conformations are metallic and two-thirds, conducting. Up and till now, only nanotubes with mixed chirality have been produced.

The diameter of the nanotubes can be calculated by the following equation

\[
d_i = \sqrt{\frac{3}{\pi}} \left[ a_{cc} (m^2 + mn + n^2)^{1/2}/\pi \right] = c_h/\pi
\]

Where \( c_h \) is the length of the chiral vector and \( a_{cc} \) is the bond length of C-C.

### 2.4.4.2. Multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNT)

These nanotubes were the first nanotubes to be discovered by Iijima. They observed nanotubes that had between 2 - 20 layers. MWCNT were also more used than SWCNT and the first applications involved MWCNT being used. The reason for this was that they were far easier to manufacture in industrial scale than SWCNT. MWCNT are layers of graphite sheets that have been rolled-up. They have a spacing of about 0.34 nm between them, which correlates to the inter-layer spacing of graphite, which is 0.335 nm. When looking at tube chirality for MWCNT, they have a multiple tube chiralities because the different layers will all have different chiralities and that makes their properties very hard to predict. The typical MWCNT has an outer diameter smaller than 100 nm and the inner diameter is usually greater than 2 nm. Double-wall carbon nanotubes (DWCNT) do also exits. In this case the nanotubes are made up out of two graphite sheets, rolled into a cylinder. They usually have higher toughness than MWCNT because they are smaller and also have a higher flexural modulus than SWCNT because they have two walls instead of one. When looking at the electronic structure it was found that the current flows only...
through tube on the outside of MWCNT. There is not much interlayer electronic coupling and they can alternate between metallic or semi-conducting. Though there is not much coupling between the different layers, it cannot be totally ignored. The coupling between the different tubes can affect the band structure considerably\textsuperscript{116}.

### 2.4.4.3. Production of carbon nanotubes

Carbon nanotubes are mostly produced by three methods.

**Arc discharge**

The synthesis of carbon nanotubes, more specifically MWCNT, was first observed by Iijima\textsuperscript{111} using this method. Now SWCNT are also produced by this method\textsuperscript{109, 122}. The setup for this method consists out of two highly pure graphite rods, which are the anode and cathode. They are usually between 5 to 20 mm in diameter\textsuperscript{109}. The anode will act as the carbon source and will get smaller as it gets consumed. An arc will be produced in the gap between the two electrodes. Under a helium atmosphere, the two rods are brought together and a high voltage is applied till a stable arc is reached. A gap between the anode and cathode is kept by moving the anode. The material deposit on the bigger cathode and consists out of an outer shell that is made up out of fused material and an inner core, which is softer and contains the nanotubes. Soot and fullerenes are also found on the cathode\textsuperscript{109, 120-122}. When making SWCNT the electrodes are usually fixed with some metallic catalyst particles\textsuperscript{120}. The most widely used catalyst is a Y:Ni mixture and this produces a 90\% yield of SWCNT with a diameter of between 1.2 – 1.4 nm\textsuperscript{109}. This process usually takes place at temperatures between 2 000 – 3 000 °C. The metals then evaporate with the carbon and agglomerate into bunches. This acts as the base from which the nanotubes are grown\textsuperscript{114}. The nanotubes are usually found in the soot that is generated. This technique do require that the nanotubes must be purified before use, this is done by heating the tubes in air till 420 °C and then washing it in a low concentration of HCl\textsuperscript{109, 114, 120, 122}.

These days the most common environment to grow the nanotubes in is a mixture of Ar and He. The ratio of these two gases determines the diameter of the SWCNT. When using more Ar, SWCNT with smaller diameter are obtained. The pressure of the gas also determines the percentage yield\textsuperscript{109}.

This method is not ideal for the formation of aligned CNT, but the growth temperature is much higher, resulting in more perfect and crystalline CNT and a much higher yield\textsuperscript{122}.

**Laser ablation**

This technique was used for the production of fullerenes and was adapted for the production of SWCNT\textsuperscript{123, 124}. A graphite target, that consists out of graphite and 1.2\% cobalt/nickel, is put in an oven at about 1 200 °C, in an inert atmosphere of Ar or He and then the target is vaporized by a
laser\textsuperscript{109,120}. With the vaporized graphite, nano-sized metal particles are also formed. They act as the catalyst which induces the growth of the SWCNT\textsuperscript{109,114,122}. Unfortunately many by-products are formed as well, which includes amorphous and graphitic carbon, fulleroid spheres and small fullerenes. This means that the nanotubes must undergo extensive purification afterwards\textsuperscript{109,114,120}. The nanotubes and the by-products condenses on a cold surface which is located downstream from the graphite target. The yields are usually between 20 – 80\% for SWCNT and the diameter between 1.0 – 1.6 nm\textsuperscript{109}. The advantages of this method are that the quality of SWCNT that are produced is quite high and there is good control over the diameter of the SWCNT\textsuperscript{122,123}.

\textbf{Chemical vapour deposition (CVD)}

The previous two techniques produced very crystalline nanotubes, because of the high temperatures at which they are produced\textsuperscript{114}, but in both the previous two methods, the amount of sample that can be prepared was very limited. This was due to the fact that it depends on the graphite source, which was the anode or target for the two different techniques. Also with these two techniques it was necessary to purify the sample to get rid of all the unwanted by-products\textsuperscript{114,120}. Another disadvantage was that when the nanotubes were purified they were dispersed in a solvent and then put on the material by dipping, spraying etc. This method is not appropriate when producing nanotubes for use in microelectronic systems\textsuperscript{114}.

Because of these disadvantages, CVD was developed. The first (defective) MWCNT was produced by this method in 1993 by Endo \textit{et al}\textsuperscript{125}. In CVD a carbon-containing gas (usually methane or acetylene) is decomposed to form the nanotubes. The gas is flowed over nanoparticles that are made of transition metal. The carbon then reacts with these particles and then the nanotube grows from this\textsuperscript{109,114,120,122}. This reaction can take place between 500 – 1 200 °C\textsuperscript{109}. More nanotubes can be produced by this method, since the carbon source is flowing gas that can be replaced the whole time. Since it is only gas that decomposes the purity of the nanotubes is much higher and usually limited purification is necessary. This technique also allows the control to produce carbon nanotubes with a certain diameter and length, since the catalyst particle can be changed\textsuperscript{114,120}, for example individual aligned SWCNT can be produced. The SWCNT produced by this method usually have a better atomic quality and the yield is quite high, it can exceed 99\%\textsuperscript{109}. One of the disadvantages of this technique compared with the previous two is that the arc discharge and laser ablation techniques produce CNT with fewer defects than those produced by CVD. This can be explained due to the fact that the growth of the nanotubes takes place at much higher temperatures with the previous mentioned techniques and therefore better annealing takes place in the tubular sheets\textsuperscript{110}. Straight MWCNT are produced by the higher temperature methods, whereas with CVD the MWCNT are usually bent\textsuperscript{110}. Another disadvantage is that the CNT produced with this method is not as crystalline\textsuperscript{122}. Despite the drawbacks, the advantages...
outweigh the disadvantages, and CVD is usually the preferred method for the production of CNT.

### 2.4.4.4. The use of carbon nanotubes in composites

Carbon nanotubes have a diameter of only a few nanometers and lengths of a few hundred nanometres. These characteristics lead to CNT having a very high aspect ratio. They are conducting and have a high elastic modulus. All these factors contribute to improving the mechanical and thermal stability properties of the polymer when these CNT are added in a composite.

One of the key aspects when using them in a polymer matrix, is the uniform dispersion of the CNT in the polymer matrix and the adhesion between the CNT and the polymer.

**Functionalization of carbon nanotubes**

Carbon nanotubes are insoluble. For CNT to be used in polymer materials, better solubility and dispersion is needed. There are great cohesive forces present in CNT and therefore we will find that CNT usually occur in the form of bundles. Because of the formation of these bundles they have limited solubility and cannot be very well dispersed throughout a polymer matrix. It is also found that when dispersing pristine CNT in a matrix, they tend to agglomerate, which will lead to decreasing the mechanical strength of the composites. The CNT also do not bind to the matrix, so when put under stress, the CNT usually gets pulled out of the matrix. These bundles need to be separated and then dispersed uniformly throughout the matrix. One way of doing this is by functionalizing the CNT. The modification of the surface of the nanotubes increases their interactions with the polymer matrix. By functionalizing the CNT, they can also be separated by type. For example, the semiconducting SWCNT will not react as fast as the metallic SWCNT.

The nanotubes are usually either functionalized by irradiation with ions or electrons or by chemical methods.

We find both non-covalent and covalent functionalization. In non-covalent functionalization the CNT is usually wrapped in a surfactant.

When using chemical methods, chemical bonds are attached to the side walls or to the ends of the nanotubes. The nanotubes caps are highly reactive because of their curvature and they can react with strong acids.

**The incorporation of carbon nanotubes in polymers**

CNT has been incorporated in a few polymers, enhancing the conductive and the mechanical properties of these materials. The main factors that influence the performance of the CNT in the composite is the dispersion and the alignment of the CNT.
The nanotubes tend to agglomerate due to van der Waals bonding. When looking at the different types of nanotubes, SWCNT tends to cluster and MWCNT are tangled. For CNT to be aligned is very difficult because of their size. The better we can control their orientation in a material, the better they will perform inside the matrix\textsuperscript{100}.

The formation of polymer/CNT composites can be achieved by various methods, which include extrusion, injection moulding, solvent casting and melt mixing. All of these techniques should disperse the CNT and avoid agglomeration, enhance filler alignment and improve the bonding of the CNT and the polymer so that better load transfer can take place between the two surfaces. It should be avoided to decrease the aspect ratio or terminate their integrity\textsuperscript{113, 128}. The structure of the CNT in the polymer will also determine its properties, for example for high strength well aligned CNT is necessary\textsuperscript{128}.

There are a few methods available incorporating CNT into polymers.

*Through solution blending*

This is the most common method for preparing polymer/nanotube composites. The polymer and the nanotubes are mixed together in a solvent. The solvent is evaporated to leave a composite film. When dissolving the nanotubes in the solvent, they will disperse and will not aggregate, so that when the solvent is evaporated the nanotubes will be well dispersed within the film. The best method of solution blending is by soninating the solution. The most effective way of doing this is by adding the nanotubes to solvent, soninating it and then adding the polymer and soninating the solution again or by using variations of this method\textsuperscript{129-131}. The mechanical properties of these materials were mostly improved, a greater improvement was found above the T\textsubscript{g} of the materials, indicating that reinforcement for softer material was greater\textsuperscript{130}.

*Through melting mixing*

This method is ideal for polymers that are insoluble and especially for thermoplastic polymers. The polymer will be heated to above its T\textsubscript{g} or melting temperature and then the CNT will be mixed by either shear mixing, injection moulding or compression moulding. There are some drawbacks to this technique. The carbon nanotubes will increase the viscosity of the material and, for example, when extruding this material, the polymer might degrade due to higher shear rates required with the increase of viscosity\textsuperscript{129}. Potschke et al\textsuperscript{132} found that the CNT were well distributed with this method and the composites were reinforced and conductive. Polypropylene (PP)/CNT composites have also been prepared by Banbury-type processing. It was found that there was no agglomeration of the nanotubes inside the PP. The CNT enhanced thermal stability of the PP, but the tensile strength was unaffected. This is attributed to the matrix inability to crystallize further under stress, due to the constraint caused by the fibre dispersion\textsuperscript{133}. Another method used is to first disperse the nanotubes through solution and then melt press the composite. The composite is
then broken up into pieces and melted again and after repeating it a few times the composite was extruded in fibre form. It was found that the dispersion improved after each melting cycle \(^{129, 134}\).

*Using thermosets and films*

Mostly for this method the CNT gets dispersed in an epoxy prepolymer by sonication. Afterwards a hardener is added and the nanotubes are cured within the epoxy. Variations on this method include dispersing the CNT in solvents or in solvent with a block-copolymer \(^{135}\), sonicating it and then adding the epoxy before sonicating it again. Afterwards the solvent is evaporated and the hardener is added. Lastly the epoxy goes into an oven to get cured. The dispersion of the CNT is quite good, but there might be some traces of the solvent left in the composite, and different solvents will influence the properties of the composite to differing degrees \(^{129, 136}\).

*By in-situ polymerization*

The main advantages of this method are that it can be used for the production of composites from thermally unstable or insoluble polymers that cannot undergo melting or solution. The in-situ polymerization of a monomer takes place in the presence of CNT. The polymer gets grafted onto the nanotubes and then polymer composites are made from the resulting material. Not only do you get a high CNT loading, but this material will also interact very well with other polymers. One example of this was reported by Jia *et al* \(^{137}\). They in-situ polymerized methyl methacrylate (MMA) with 2,2'-azobisisobutyronitrile (AIBN) in the presence of CNT. The AIBN opens the π bonds of the CNT allowing it to take part in the polymerization. This method was also used by Kumar *et al* \(^{138}\). Other examples are reported as well \(^{132, 139, 140}\). Saeed *et al* \(^{141}\) prepared MWCNT/polycaprolactone nanocomposites through in-situ polymerization. They then electrospun these polymers and compared functionalized and unfunctionalized nanotubes with each other. It was found that as the carbon nanotube content increases, bead formation in the fibres increased as well.

Polymers have been used in many ways to disperse the nanotubes in a matrix. The nanotubes can either be covalently bound to the polymer, or they can be grafted onto the polymer either by grafting to or grafting from methods \(^{142}\).

*By incorporation into nanofibres*

Electrospinning has become quite a popular technique to fabricate fibres that can be used in nanocomposites. Carbon nanotubes can be electrospun into nanofibres using a suitable polymer carrier, thereby providing a method to disperse the carbon nanotubes inside a polymer matrix \(^{143}\). This technique allows the CNT to be aligned along a single axis without damaging the structure of the CNT \(^{113}\). The stretching of the jet in the electrostatic field will allow the alignment of the CNT inside the fibre. Huang *et al* \(^{46}\) explained it by saying that the conductivity mismatch between the CNT and the polymer causes dielectrophoretic forces which in combination with the high shear force of
the electrospinning will align the CNT along with fibre axis. Comparing this to when just simply embedding the CNT in the fibres, we find that the CNT do not agglomerate. This allows better bonding with the polymer, which in turn will cause a better aspect ratio and leads to better reinforcement. Kim et al. prepared carbon nanotubes/polycarbonate nanofibres to be used in polymer composites. They found that MWCNT were well aligned along the fibre axis. The load of stress will now be better transferred from the matrix to the MWCNT. The strain of break of the fibres is also enhanced because of the slippage of the individual nanotubes in the fibres. Bayley et al. electrospun polyacrylonitrile-graft-poly(dimethyl siloxane) containing carbon nanotubes. The nanotubes were well aligned and distributed inside the fibre. These nanotubes containing fibres were then used as reinforcement inside a silicone matrix. The composites containing aligned fibres with carbon nanotubes showed an significant increase in the stiffness of the material.

Another example is the case of MWCNT electrospun with polyvinyl alcohol (PVA). The fibres were prepared by first functionalizing the MWCNT to create carboxyl groups on the nanotubes. The functionalized MWCNT were then reacted with poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) in ethanol. The MWCNT with the PEG attached on the surface were then added to a solution of PVA and electrospun. The adding of the MWCNT to the fibre, greatly enhanced the conductivity of the fibres.

Sometimes adding the MWCNT can change the structure of the fibres. It was found that by adding MWCNT to a polyurethane (PU) solution and then electrospinning it, a web-like structure was found in between the fibres which were not seen in the pure PU fibres. The authors attributed this to strong secondary electrofields that is present during electrospinning between the MWCNT. Mathew et al. added 5 wt% MWCNT to poly(butylene terephthalate) in hexafluoroisopropanol. The morphology of the fibres changed by being broader and having a rougher surface due to some of the CNT on the surface of the fibres. The thermal stability of the fibres however was improved by 8-9 °C and the mechanical modulus enhanced. A broader fibre morphology was also found by Mazinani et al., but fewer beads were observed when using CNT. The CNT also increased the crystallinity of the fibres and again the CNT enhanced the mechanical properties of the material.

The main problem with the incorporation of the CNT in the polymer fibres is that a well dispersed solution of CNT in the polymer solution is needed before electrospinning. Therefore surfactants or amphiphilic polymers (poly(vinyl pyrrolidone) or sodium dodecyl sulphate) will be added to the CNT dispersion. This dispersion will be sonicated, to make sure the CNT are dispersed throughout the dispersion. The dispersion will then be mixed with the polymer solution. Mazinani et al. added a copolymer (Styrene-butadiene-styrene) to their CNT/PS solution to enhance the dispersion of the CNT in the solution.
Some examples of gel spinning can also be found. Ruan et al.\textsuperscript{151} demonstrated the increase in tensile properties of ultra-high molecular weight polyethylene fibres with CNT prepared by gel-spinning.

One of the aspects that should be taken note of is the sonication time. Sonication may cause the CNT to break up or to be damaged. Therefore there is an optimum sonication time, too short and the CNT will not be dispersed and too long, they will be damaged or break.\textsuperscript{152} Better dispersion of the CNT could also be obtained by the ball milling technique, polymer wrapping or AC electrophoresis. These techniques will overcome the van der Waals forces between the nanotubes and prevent them from agglomerating. Another way of gaining better dispersion is by functionalizing the surface of the CNT.\textsuperscript{113}

Another method is to electrospin the polymer and then to simply immerse the fibres in a solvent containing the CNT. The nanotubes will then adsorb unto the surface of the fibres. Choi et al.\textsuperscript{143} used nylon fibres that have been immersed in a solution of functionalized CNT to detect low molecular weight alcohol vapours.
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Chapter 3

Experimental

3.1 Materials

3.1.1 Polymers

The polypropylene copolymers used was previously produced by Brüll et al.\(^1\), using a metallocene catalyst, \((\text{CH}_3)_2\text{Si}(2\text{-methylbenz}[e]\text{indenyl})\) \text{ZrCl}_2, donated by H.-H. Britzinger\(^2\).

Poly(ethylene-co-vinyl alcohol) (EVOH) was purchased from Sigma Aldrich (44 mole\% ethylene).

3.1.2 Solvents

For the solution electrospinning of the polypropylene copolymers, cyclohexane (CHROMASOLV\(^\circ\) HPLC grade with 99.9\% purity (Sigma Aldrich)), reaction grade acetone (99\% pure (Sigma Aldrich)) and \(\text{N,N,-dimethylformamide (GC 99\% (Sigma Aldrich)) was used.}\)

EVOH was electrospun from \(\text{N,N,-dimethylformamide (used as received), dimethyl sulfoxide (dried over molecular sieves) and anhydrous 2-propanol (99.5\% (Sigma Aldrich)).}\)

3.2 Electrospinning

Electrospinning was performed on an setup built in-house, based on a setup described in literature\(^3\)-\(^5\). The solution reservoir was a Hamilton\(^\circ\) SGE gas-tight syringe, which was placed in a Kent Scientific (Genie Plus) pump. This was used to deliver the polymer solution at a predetermined rate. The spinneret was a stainless steel blunt tip 50 mm needle (16 gauge) and in some cases 60 cm teflon tubing (Separations), fitted with luer-locks, was used to connect the syringe and needle. The electrical field was supplied by a high voltage supply (manufactured at Stellenbosch University) that is connected to the needle and grounded collector plate. The unit was capable of supplying up to 50 kV. Non-aligned fibres were collected on aluminium foil and aligned fibres on a rotating drum that was earthed and controlled by Reliance electric motor (E243) that was connected to an Eagle HP005B HEP-613) power supply.

3.3 Composite formation

Composites were produced in Grasby Specac 15.011 ton press. Two films of LDPE were pressed to a 15 \(\mu\text{m}\) thickness. Typically, a small amount of material (LDPE) was pressed between two
Mylar® films at 140 °C in multiple steps. The material was placed inside the press and kept at a 140 °C for 5 min. Then 5 T pressure was applied for 30 seconds and this step was repeated. The film was then allowed to cool to room temperature.

To form the composite the electrospun nanofibre mat was placed between the two LDPE films and placed inside the press. The materials were heated to and kept at 140 °C for a minute and 2.5 T pressure was then applied for 5 seconds. The thickness of the composite was 50 μm. Dumbbell shaped composites for tensile testing were prepared in the same fashion, except the thickness of the dumbbell was 300 μm.

EVOH films were prepared in the same way, except that these films were pressed at a temperature of 180 °C.

Composites containing MWCNT were prepared by pressing two films of the LDPE polymer as described previously. The nanofibre mat containing the MWCNT was placed in between the two films and pressed in multiple steps at 180 °C. The two films with the fibre matt was placed inside the press and kept at 180 °C for 5 min. Then 5 T pressure was applied for 20 seconds. Dumbbell shape composites for tensile testing were prepared in the same except the thickness of the dumbbell was 300 μm.

### 3.4 Functionalising MWCNT

Two methods were employed to functionalise the MWCNT. The first method was done as described in the PhD thesis of G.M. Bayley. Typically 2 g MWCNT and NaNO₃ powder (2:1) were added to 250 ml round-bottom flask. The mixture was placed in an ice-bath and 46 ml of a 93 wt% H₂SO₄ solution was carefully added while magnetically stirring the solution. After 10 minutes 300 g KMNO₄ was slowly and carefully added, while keeping the temperature below 20 °C. The stirring speed was increased and after the addition the mixture was vigorously stirred for another 10 minutes. The round-bottom flask was removed from the ice-bath and heated to 98 °C. As soon as the mixture turned a brown-grey colour, 92 ml distilled water was slowly added. The solution was kept, after the addition of water, at 98 °C for 15 minutes. The volume of the solution was increased to 200 ml by adding a 3 wt% solution of H₂O₂ in water. This mixture was then stirred for a further 20 minutes. The solution was transferred to a centrifuge tube and centrifuged and washed with deionised water repeatedly until a pH of 7 was obtained. In the second method, 2 g MWCNT was added to 50 g 6M Nitric acid. The solution was heated to 145 °C and refluxed for 48 hours. After 48 hours the solution was transferred to a centrifuge tube and centrifuged and washed with deionised water repeatedly till a pH of 7 was obtained. The solution was freeze-dried to obtain functionalised MWCNT.
3.5 Attaching fluorescent dye molecules to MWCNT

3.5.1 Rhodamine B

10 wt% Rhodamine B for fluorescence (Sigma) was added to the MWCNT. This reaction took place in acetone,(reaction Grade, 99% purity) containing 1 drop of concentrated H$_2$SO$_4$. The reaction mixture was refluxed at 50 °C for 2 hours. After the 2 hours, the mixture was centrifuged and then repeatedly washed with deionised water until a neutral pH was obtained. The solution was subsequently freeze-dried to obtain dried MWCNT with Rhodamine B attached to it.

3.5.2 Fluorescein

The reaction of the fluorescein was based on the article by Nielsen et al. Fluorescein 5(6)-isothiocyanate (0.001 g, BioReagent, Sigma Aldrich) was added to 0.1 g functionalised MWCNT in 10 mL aqueous NaOH. The reaction was stirred at room temperature for 72 hours in the dark. After 72 hours the solution was centrifuged in aqueous NaOH until all the unreacted dye was washed out and then in deionised water until a pH of 7 was obtained. Subsequently the mixture was freeze-dried to obtain dried and dyed MWCNT.

3.6 Analytical Techniques

3.6.1 Scanning electron microscopy

The samples were placed on SEM stubs and gold coated. SEM analysis were performed with a Leo 1430VP scanning electron microscope fitted with backscatter, cathodoluminescence, variable pressure and energy dispersive detectors, including a Link EDS system and software for microanalysis.

The samples for FE-SEM were fixed on SEM stubs and carbon coated. The analysis was done on a FEI Nova Nanosem 230 fitted with a field emission gun.

3.6.2 Transmission electron microscopy

Fibre samples were placed directly on a copper grid and then placed in the transmission electron microscope. Images were taken on a JEOL 1200 EXII instrument.

The composite samples were placed in agar resin and microtomed to obtain thin cross-sections which were then analysed using the TEM.

3.6.3 High temperature size exclusion chromatography

Molecular weight and polydispersity of the polypropylene copolymers were determined with high temperature SEC. A small amount of the polymer (1.5-2 mg) was dissolved in 2 ml of 1, 2, 4-trichlorobenzene containing 0.0125% 2, 6-di-tert-butyl-4-methylphenol (BHT). The samples were
dissolved at 160 °C before injection. Molecular weights were determined on a PL-GPC 220 high
temperature chromatograph from Polymer Laboratories, operating at 145 °C. The 4 columns were
packed with polystyrene/divinylbenzene copolymer (PL gel MIXED-B [9003-53-6]) from Polymer
Laboratories. Each column had a length of 300 mm and a diameter of 7.5 mm. The particle size
was 10 μm. A differential refraction index detector was used. The calibration of the instrument was
done with monodisperse polystyrene standards (Easical from Polymer Laboratories).

3.6.4 ATR
A Thermo-Nicolet iS10 FT-IR with ATR attachment was used for the ATR analysis. The FT-IR is
equipped with a ZnSe crystal. Fibres and powders was analysed as received.

3.6.5 Fluorescence microscopy
Fluorescence microscopy images were taken with a Olympus Cell® system which was attached to
an IX 81 inverted fluorescence microscope fitted with a F-view-II CCD camera. The light source
was a Xenon-Arc burner (Olympus Biosystems GMBH) and the images were attained using either
the 492 nm or 572 nm excitation filter. The emissions were collected by using a UBG triple
bandpass emission filter cube by Chroma. The z-stack image frame were acquired by using a step
width of 0.5 μM, an Olympus Plan Apo N 60x/1.4 Oil objective and Cell® imaging software. The
fluorescence image was overlaid with a transmission image; the processing and background-
subtraction were done by using Cell® software.

3.6.6 DSC
The melting point and percentage crystallinity was determined with a TA Instruments Q100 DSC.
The instrument was calibrated using Indium metal according to a standard procedure. About 2-5
mg of each sample was weighed off and sealed in a standard DSC pan for analysis. All
measurements were conducted in a nitrogen atmosphere.
The sample was subsequently heated to 220 °C at a rate of 10 °C/min and then equilibrated at 220
°C for 5 minutes. The sample was then cooled down to -40 °C at a rate of 10 °C/min and then left
to equilibrate at that temperature for 5 minutes. The sample was then heated again to 220 °C at a
rate of 10 °C. Both the first and second heating was considered for the analysis of the melting
behaviour of the polymer.

3.6.7 TGA
The mass loss profile of the EVOH samples was determined on Perkin Elmer TGA 7. The samples
were run from 25 °C to 750 °C at a heating rate of 20 °C/min under a nitrogen atmosphere.
3.6.8 Tensile testing

Tensile bar shaped samples were pressed on a Grasby Specac 15.011 ton press. Tensile tests were performed on a LLOYD LRX Tensile Tester. The samples had a gauge length of 25.3 cm and a deformation area of 0.36 mm x 6.65 mm. Tensile tests were conducted at 50 mm/min.

3.6.9 WAXD

WAXD was performed on a PANalytical X’Pert PRO Multi-Purpose Diffractometer with X’Celerator detector. The diffractometer is coupled to a source of CuKα radiation. The powder and fibre samples were directly placed underneath the beam and were scanned at a diffraction angle of 2θ ranging from 5 ° to 35 °.

3.6.10 SCALLS

The measurements were done on a SCALLS instrument. A laser beam (635 nm diode laser) is directed through a heated solution of a polyolefin and the intensity measured by three photodiode detectors upon controlled cooling. The reverse could also be done (heating experiment).

Cooling experiments were conducted a rate of 1.5 °C/minute (heating) and 1 °C/minute (cooling) respectively. Polymer solutions (0.5 mg/ml ) in 1, 2, 4 – trichlorobenzene were prepared at 140 °C, equilibrated in the instrument at 100 °C and then cooled to 30 °C. Controlled heating followed directly afterwards (to 120 °C).
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Chapter 4

Electrospinning of polyolefins

4.1. Introduction

Electrospinning has become a popular technique for the production of polymer fibres, primarily because this is a facile method of producing nano-scale polymeric artefacts. Solution electrospinning is the method preferred for the production of nanofibres where limited amounts of polymer are available. Melt electrospinning requires substantial amounts of polymer to be effective.

4.2. Electrospinning of linear-low density polyethylene (LLDPE)

Polyolefins are already used in a wide variety of applications. As we have been actively involved in the synthesis and characterization of polyolefins, the pursuit of solution electrospun polyolefins nanofibres seemed a natural path to follow. These fibres could be effective in a number of possible applications, including membranes for filtration and protective clothing. Relatively few papers have been published detailing the solution electrospinning of polyolefins. One of the first published was a paper by Larrondo, who described the electrospinning of polyethylene in a paraffin solution at 100 °C. Subsequently, very few papers have appeared. There are a few problems encountered when wanting to electrospin these polymers. In the first place, the crystalline polyolefins are only soluble at high temperatures and will only stay in solution at high temperatures. In the second place the polyolefins are only soluble in the higher alkanes, aromatic hydrocarbons and chlorinated aromatic hydrocarbons. None of these solvents are very conductive. The simple answer would seem to be to design an electrospinning setup where electrospinning can be done at high temperatures. Unfortunately this type of design is not trivial and you are still faced with the problem of making the solution more conductive.

The solution for both these problems might be to find a suitable solvent or solvent system that will keep the polymer in solution even at room temperature and that is also conductive enough to allow the electrospinning of the polymer. To increase the conductivity seems to be the easiest problem to solve. By adding a conductive solvent to the solvent responsible for the dissolving of the polymer, the conductivity of the solution may be increase. If the conductive solvent is a non-solvent for the polymer, finding the correct ratio of the solvent/conductive non-solvent will be very important, since too little of the conductive solvent may not increase the conductivity enough and too much may cause the polymer to become insoluble. In order to tackle this problem, we first attempted to electrospin a fairly soluble polyolefin (one that still has some crystallinity, however)
namely linear low density polyethylene (LLDPE). The LLDPE (Sasol Grade LM3040P) used in this study is a copolymer of ethylene and 1-butene with a 1-butene content of 3.2 wt%.

The LLDPE was treated with several combinations of a known solvent for polyolefins and a conductive non-solvent. The solvent/non-solvent combinations are detailed in Table 4.1. The temperature at which the solutions were kept was varied between 100 – 140 °C.

In the case where the polymer dissolved, we attempted to electrospin the resultant solution.

The solvent/non-solvent combinations used were selected according to literature reports. Ultra-high molecular weight polyethylene was reported to be dissolved in a solvent system consisting of \( p \)-xylene and cyclohexanone, and was subsequently solution electrospun \(^5\). \( p \)-Xylene is a known solvent for polyethylene, but is not very conductive. By adding the cyclohexanone, which has a higher dielectric constant, the solution would be more conductive and electrospinning might be possible. Solubility tests were first performed with LLDPE, to establish which solvent combinations would indeed dissolve the polymer. Thereafter we attempted to electrospin the polymer form the solution. The main concern was that as soon as the temperature decreases, the polymer would not stay in solution and the electrospinning cannot take place. This was a very important aspect, since the electrospinning setup in our laboratory would not allow electrospinning at high temperatures. Preparing 2% solutions of LLDPE in cyclohexanone/xylene mixtures resulted in polymer dissolution at high temperatures across a whole range of solvent/non-solvent mixtures. However, we could not successfully electrospin these solutions, as the polymer crystallized from solution as soon as the mixture was cooled even slightly.

We therefore investigated other solvents/solvent combinations. The addition of a cycloaliphatic hydrocarbon was thought to be a possible way of improving the low-temperature solubility, but the addition of even a small amount of cyclohexane resulted in polymer precipitating from the \( p \)-xylene solution.

From literature it is clear that we needed to add a solvent with a higher dielectric constant\(^7\). N,N-dimethylformamide is one of the solvents known to improve the fibre morphology \(^8\) and is usually

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Weight % polymer</th>
<th>Solvent</th>
<th>Ratio of solvents</th>
<th>Solution</th>
<th>Electrospinning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>Cyclohexanone/p-Xylene</td>
<td>50/50</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>No spinning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Cyclohexanone/p-Xylene</td>
<td>50/50</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>No spinning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Cyclohexanone/p-Xylene</td>
<td>40/60</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>No spinning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Cyclohexanone/p-Xylene</td>
<td>80/20</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>No spinning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Cyclohexanone/p-Xylene</td>
<td>70/30</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>No spinning</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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added to the solution to increase the dielectric property of the solution. Rabolt et al. described in a patent the electrospinning of polyolefins at room temperature. They claimed this could be achieved by using a solvent combination that consisted of cyclohexane/acetone/DMF in an 80/10/10 ratio. Polyolefins were reportedly dissolved at 100 °C and when the solution was allowed to cool down, the polymer stayed in solution at room temperature for a sufficient period of time for solution electrospinning to be done. We attempted this approach. As can be seen in Table 4.2 various solvent combinations were tested, but only a few were able to dissolve LLDPE, but as soon as the temperature was decreased, the polymer crystallized from solutions.

Even though the polymer crystallized out of solution rapidly, electrospinning was tried on those samples that did dissolve. The solvent combinations and solution concentration of each sample can be seen in Table 4.3 and the images of the results in Figure 4.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Weight % polymer</th>
<th>Solvent</th>
<th>Ratio of solvent</th>
<th>Solubility of LLDPE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Cyclohexane/Acetone/DMF</td>
<td>80/10/10</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>Cyclohexane/Acetone/DMF</td>
<td>80/10/10</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Xylene/Acetone/DMF</td>
<td>80/10/10</td>
<td>Dissolves, but crystallizes out very quickly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Cyclohexane/Acetone/DMF</td>
<td>80/10/10</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Xylene/DMF</td>
<td>80/20</td>
<td>Dissolves, but crystallizes out very quickly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Xylene/DMF</td>
<td>80/20</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Xylene/Cyclohexanone</td>
<td>30/70</td>
<td>Dissolves, but crystallizes out very quickly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Xylene/DMF</td>
<td>50/50</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Xylene/DMF</td>
<td>70/30</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Cyclohexane/Xylene/Acetone</td>
<td>60/30/10</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Cyclohexane/Xylene/Acetone</td>
<td>40/20/20</td>
<td>Dissolves, but crystallizes out very quickly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Xylene/DMF</td>
<td>70/30</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Cyclohexane/Xylene/Propanol</td>
<td>40/40/20</td>
<td>Dissolves, but crystallizes out very quickly</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4.3. Solvents and solution concentration for the electrospinning of LLDPE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Weight % polymer</th>
<th>Solvent</th>
<th>Ratio of solvent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Xylene/DMF/Acetone</td>
<td>80/10/10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Cyclohexane/Xylene/Acetone</td>
<td>60/30/10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Cyclohexane/Xylene/Propanol</td>
<td>60/20/20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.1. SEM images of products of attempted electrospinning of LLDPE

As can be seen in Figure 4.1, A, some stretching of the polymer did take place, but clearly not enough to encourage fibre formation. In B and C polymer beads can be observed, indicating that minimum or no stretching took place. The fused form of the polymer droplets points to the fact that solvent evaporation was not satisfactory. There are various reasons why the electrospinning was not successful; the solvent systems may not be conductive enough and there might not be enough charges carried by the jet, the evaporation of the solvent might be too slow, leading to the formation of wet fibres and lastly the polymer might be crystallizing out too quickly. The solubility of the polymer might also be inadequate, leading to unstable jet formation, which will cause electrospraying and not spinning. Nonetheless, the fact that we were able to produce a few artifacts by solution electrospinning was quite encouraging.
4.3. Solution electrospinning of polypropylene copolymers

4.3.1 Initial solution electrospinning

In a patent, Rabolt et al. described the solution electrospinning of polyolefins at room temperature by using a solvent combination that consisted out of cyclohexane, acetone and dimethylformamide (DMF) in a ratio of 80/10/10. When dissolving the polymer at 100 °C in this solvent system and then cooling it down, the polymer stays in solution long enough to be electrospun. As can be seen in previous section, this still didn’t work for the LLDPE samples and the problems with the LLDPE led us to try different polyolefins. First we tried a commercial isotactic polypropylene (Table 4.4, iPP 1 and iPP 2). These polymers did not, however, dissolve in the solvent system described by Rabolt et al.

We therefore thought that using polypropylene copolymers might be the way forward. We had previously synthesized a whole series of propylene-1-alkene copolymers. These polymers appeared to be reasonably crystalline yet much more soluble than the pure isotactic homopolymers. Therefore these materials appeared to be good candidates for solution electrospinning.

In Table 4.4 the data of the molecular weight, comonomer content and crystallinity of each polypropylene copolymer sample is given. The numeric code refers to the type of linear 1-alkene used as comonomer: 8 refer to 1-octene, 10 to 1-decene and 14 to 1-tetradecene.
Table 4.4. Molecular weight, crystallinity and comonomer data for polypropylene copolymers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Polymer</th>
<th>Mw (g/mol)</th>
<th>PD</th>
<th>Comonomer (mole %)</th>
<th>Crystallinity (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8A</td>
<td>506700</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>25.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8B</td>
<td>662400</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>25.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8C</td>
<td>643500</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>32.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8D</td>
<td>722100</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>32.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10A</td>
<td>98900</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>2.31</td>
<td>55.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10B</td>
<td>467300</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>28.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10C</td>
<td>517000</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>32.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10D</td>
<td>196400</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>46.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14A</td>
<td>309000</td>
<td>3.07</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>29.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14B</td>
<td>190000</td>
<td>3.07</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>30.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iPP 1</td>
<td>420500</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>51.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iPP 2</td>
<td>468000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>41.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For the sample in Figure 4.2 (Polymer 8A) the tip-to collector distance and the flow rate were kept constant at 20 cm and 0.1 ml/min respectively. The solution concentration was only 2 wt%, but even though the weight percentage of the solution was quite low, the viscosity was quite high and when using a lower flow rate, the needle tended to get blocked. The voltage was varied, until it seemed a stable jet was obtained.

![Figure 4.2. SEM image of electrospun polymer 8A](image)

The solvent combination (cyclohexane, acetone and DMF, 80/10/10) and polymer concentration seemed to be appropriate and the formation of fibres took place. These initial fibres were mostly broad and flat, and some distance from being in the nanometer range. The isotactic polypropylenes were also treated with the same solvent system, but these polymers did not dissolve. What was interesting to see is that the copolymers mostly have a higher molecular weight.
than that of the isotactic polypropylene, but dissolving them seemed to be easier. More on this aspect will be discussed later in this chapter.

The fibres found, however, were still relatively wet, indicating bad solvent evaporation. The next step was to vary the numerous spinning parameters to see if better fibre morphology could be found. The aim was the formation of nanofibres and these fibres were still in the micrometre range, so by changing the various parameters, optimum conditions could be obtained for the thinnest fibres.

Each copolymer will be discussed separately.

4.3.2 Poly(propylene–co–1–decene)

The first polymer to be electrospun was the poly(propylene–co–1–decene) copolymer. There were different samples of this copolymer, differing in the molecular weight, crystallinity and comonomer content. The first one to be tried was 10A (2.31 mole% 1-decene) and for this sample the flow rate was kept constant at 0.05 ml/min, the tip to collector distance (TCD) varied between 15 cm and 20 cm, the voltage varied between 10 – 15 kV. As the viscosity of the polymer solutions was quite high, we used a 1 wt% solution for the initial experiments

Results are shown in Figure 4.3.
Varying the voltage did not have a big effect on the fibre morphology (Figure 4.3, A and B), and the average fibre diameter more or less stayed the same. Baumgarten\textsuperscript{11} found that with an increase in the voltage, the fibre diameter goes through a minimum and then start to increase. With an increase in distance (Figure 4.3, B and C), a broader fibre diameter was observed. This was possibly due to the electrical field being too weak at greater distances, leading to less stretching of the polymer solution. For all three examples the fibres were highly beaded, indicating that sufficient stretching of the polymer fibres from solution did not take place and this is due to the solvent combination still not being conductive enough. In addition to that, the 10A polymer had a
significantly higher comonomer content than most of the other polymers (2.3 mole%). This might also influence the solubility of the polymer and thereby hinder the solvent evaporation. This experiment was repeated using a different polypropylene-co-1-decene, this time with a lower comonomer content (10B, 1.07 mole% 1-decene). The flow rate again was kept constant at 0.05 ml/min and the voltage and TCD was changed. Results are shown in Figure 4.4.

![Figure 4.4. SEM images of electrospun PP-1-decene copolymer (10B): A, 10 kV, TCD: 20 cm, B, 15 kV, TCD: 20 cm and C, 15 kV, TCD: 15 cm](image)

The fibre morphology of polymer 10B is quite a different than that of polymer 10A (Figure 4.4). It was seen that the thinnest fibres were obtained by using the lowest voltage (Figure 4.4, A and B) and the greatest distance (Figure 4.4, B and C). The fibre diameter also tends to increase when
decreasing the distance and this polymer produced beadless fibres. This polymer’s molecular weight was much higher and the comonomer content much lower than that of the 10A copolymer. It is obvious that the difference in fibre morphology between the two samples must be due these two factors. However, as there are two parameters that might play a role here, the reason is not completely clear. We do know that molecular weight and solubility plays an important role in the morphology of the fibre. In this case, using the same spinning conditions for both samples, (Figure 4.3, B and Figure 4.4, C), a difference in the fibre morphology could still be observed. Therefore, spinning conditions, in this sample, did not, in our opinion, have an influence on the changes in morphology. What was evident in these fibres was the noticeable branching of the fibres. In solutions with high viscosity, like with these samples, and in high electrical fields, splitting of the electrospinning jet could occur. The evaporation of the solvent and the elongation of the jet may cause changes in the shape of the jet and the jet will become unstable. For stabilization of the jet, a smaller jet will form from the surface of the primary jet. The fibres appeared to be wet and flat. This morphology was also observed by Hsu et al., who postulated that this is caused by incomplete solvent evaporation by the time the fibres reach the collector plate. These wet fibres can coalesce or re-dissolve, leading to flat, big fibres. Another reason could be that some solvent is trapped inside the collected fibre and as the solvent evaporates the fibres will collapse, leading to flat fibres.
Figure 4.5. SEM images of polymer 10D with a solution concentration of 1 wt% and all spun at a flow rate of 0.05 ml/min. A) 15 kV and TCD: 15 cm, B) 10 kV and TCD: 15 cm, C) 15 kV and TCD: 20 cm, and D) 10 kV and TCD: 20 cm

The next polymer to be electrospun was polymer 10D (Figure 4.5). These fibres were particularly beaded. The occurrence of beads can be attributed to instability of the polymer jet. Later in the chapter the occurrence of beads will be discussed as well as how the changing of the parameters could influence it. The variation of the distance (Figure 4.5, A and C) or the voltage (Figure 4.5, A and B) had no impact on the morphology of the fibres and all the fibres produced were quite beaded. The molecular weight of this polymer is quite low compared to 10B (190 000 g/mol), this will imply there will be fewer chain entanglements in the solution, which may cause the bead formation. This will be discussed in depth later in the chapter. It must be noted that the comonomer content and crystallinity of this polymer also differed from that of 10A and 10B. The crystallinity was quite high (46% as determined by DSC) and the comonomer content was quite low (0.47 mole%).

What emerged from these experiments is that even small changes in the properties of a chemically identical copolymer have significant effects on the fibres obtained by solution electrospinning. We therefore decided to investigate some of the other copolymers as well.
4.3.3 Poly(propylene–co-1–tetradecene)

The poly(propylene-co-1-tetradecene) copolymer was the next to be electrospun. The first polymer to be electrospun in this series, was 14A (0.5 mole % 1-tetradecene). For this polymer the flow rate was kept constant at 0.05 ml/min and the distance and voltage varied. Results are shown in Figure 4.6.

Figure 4.6. SEM images of electrospun polymer 14 A. A) 10 kV, TCD: 15 cm, B) 15 kV, TCD: 15 cm and C) 15 kV, TCD: 20 cm

Neither the distance nor the voltage seemed to make a big difference in the fibre diameter. At higher voltage (Figure 4.6, A and B), there did seem to be a slight decrease in the diameter and at
lower voltage and smaller distance the fibre diameter distribution seemed to be quite broad. In most cases higher voltage will lead to a reduction in fibre diameter, due to better stretching of the solution\textsuperscript{15}. It is noticeable that the fibres were very beaded. At this stage it did appear as if copolymer with lower comonomer content resulted in fibres that were more beaded, leading us to postulate that the overriding issue here was solubility. It is clear that a higher comonomer content leads to more soluble copolymers.

The next polymer in this series (14B) could not be electrospun. The molecular weight of this sample is quite low (only 19 000 g/mol. The reason for this is that a low molecular weight sample will be less viscous in a solution and also contain less chain entanglements. Sufficient molecular entanglements are necessary for the material to be stretched as it is moving towards the collector plate\textsuperscript{15}.

4.3.4 Poly(propylene–co- 1– octene)

Polymer 8D was the first polymer to be electrospun in this copolymer series. The flow rate was kept constant at 0.05 ml/min, and the TCD and the voltage varied. Results are shown in Figure 4.7.
Figure 4.7. SEM images of 8D. A) 10 kV, TCD: 20 cm, B) 15 kV, TCD: 20 cm and C) 10 kV, TCD: 15 cm

For this sample (Figure 4.7) at shorter distances (Figure 4.7, A and C), fibre formation was inadequate in addition to the fibres being wet. Increasing the distance to 20 cm improved the fibre formation. At higher voltages (Figure 4.7, A and B) less beaded fibres were produced. Yet beading still occurred, as in the case of the other copolymers with low comonomer content. The reason for this is twofold; 1) At higher voltage more charges are carried by the jet. This will lead to the jet being stretched more and the formation of thinner fibres, 2) At high voltage the occurrence of a secondary jet can take place, leading to thinner fibres. The next copolymer used was 8A (Figure 4.8).
Up and till this point electrospinning could only be performed till 15kV, however, for this sample a new voltage supply was used, allowing the use of higher voltages. For polymer 8A (Figure 4.8) the same phenomenon was found regarding the increase in the voltage. The fibre morphology improved with an increase in voltage and the fibre diameter decreased. This sample, however, produces much thicker fibres than sample 8D. When comparing the molecular weight and commoner content of 8A and 8D, 8D has a much higher molecular weight. The higher the molecular weight, the more molecular entanglements will be present in the solution. These molecular entanglements will cause the jet to be stable\textsuperscript{15, 16}. It was not possible to determine the viscosity of these samples, since the nature of the solutions changed over time. It could be
observed though that polymer 8D was more viscous than 8A. The viscosity of the solution is related to the molecular entanglements in that solution. A more viscous solution will have more entanglements, which in-turn will lead to stable jet formation. Therefore, a solution with a higher viscosity will produce fibres with a smaller diameter $^{17,18}$.

4.3.5 Influence of the different parameters on the fibre diameter

A lot of research has been done on the influence of the different parameters on the fibre morphology and many of the reported results seem conflicting. It does however appear that for different polymers, different results have been obtained.

Since the copolymers of each range behaved so differently compared to each other, the influence of the parameters on each copolymer range were investigated. From the initial results it seems clear that the amount of comonomer, the comonomer type and the molecular weight (and maybe even the molecular weight distribution) all affected the fibres that were obtained.

The copolymers with different types of comonomer were compared; with one sample taken from each range. The first parameter to be investigated was the influence in the change of the voltage; the other two parameters were kept constant. We compared 8A (0.86 mole % comonomer, molecular weight 500 000 g/mole), 10B (1 mole % comonomer, molecular weight 470 000 g/mole) and 14 A (0.5 mole %, molecular weight 310 000 g/mole). Results are shown in Figure 4.9.
Looking at Figure 4.9, for the 8A sample there is a decrease in the fibre diameter as the voltage increases. The greater voltage causes more charges to be carried by the jet and, therefore, the solution will undergo more stretching, producing thinner fibres. The solution we used may also be of lower viscosity and this may cause a secondary jet to be formed and this will encourage the formation of thinner fibres. For sample 14A an increase in voltage from 10kV to 15kV, showed a slight decrease in the fibre diameter. The increase in charges due to the higher voltage will encourage the stretching of the jet. However, when increasing the voltage to 20kV, there is a significant increase in the fibre diameter. At high voltage the electrical field could be unstable, which in-turn will influence the stability of the jet. An unstable jet causes an increase in the fibre diameter. Sample 10B was the one polymer that behaved quite different. To interpret the fibre diameter for this polymer was quite difficult, as these fibres were particularly beaded. When regarding the influence of the flow rate (Figure 4.10), the copolymers again behaved differently. It has been reported that the flow rate has little or no effect on the fibre diameter. However, since these polymers behaved so differently with respect to each other, it was thought worthwhile to investigate this parameter. Polymer 10B yet again did not follow any trend as regards to the flow rate. Even at these flow rates, the fibres stayed beaded and the thin fibres were in-
between enormous beads. For 8A the fibre diameter decreased slightly as the flow rate increased. For flow rates higher than 0.05 ml/min there was a slight increase in the fibre diameter, but this increase is relatively insignificant, especially when looking at the standard deviation of each sample.

Polymer 14B exhibited an increase in the fibre diameter as the flow rate increases. With an increase in flow rate, more polymer will be present at the tip of the needle. More material will led to thicker fibres being produced. Also, at a higher feed rate and more polymer, the solvent evaporation might be inadequate and wet fibres will be collected. The fusing of these wet fibres, will lead to a broader fibre diameter.

![Graph showing fibre diameter vs flow rate for different copolymers](image)

**Figure 4.10. Influence of different flow rates on the fibre diameter for the different copolymers**

Last, the influence of the distance between the needle tip and the collector was investigated (Figure 4.11). Again it should be noted for 10B, although there is a big difference in the fibre diameter, the fibre was really beaded. The optimum spinning parameters for this polymer was determined to be at 15 cm, 15 kV and a flow rate of 0.05 ml/min.

For sample 14B a slight increase in fibre diameter with an increase in distance can be seen. Again the standard deviation for each distance is relatively big, making this increase minor. For polymer 8A, this increase in diameter with distance is more prominent. In most cases, the fibre diameter
decrease with an increase in distance. This is due to the polymer having more time to be stretched before reaching the collector. In our case, the increase might be explained if it is assumed that the distance becomes too large, and coupled with the low conductivity of the solvent system, the electrostatic field strength weakens to the point where elongation of the jet no longer occurs\textsuperscript{19}. This is clear in the jump in fibre diameter between 15 cm and 20 cm for 8A.

![Graph showing fibre diameter vs distance for different copolymers](image)

**Figure 4.11. Influence of the distance on the fibre diameter of different copolymers**

What is quite clear from these results is that there are big differences between the individual copolymers with respect to the effect of varying the spinning conditions. The difference between these copolymers is their molecular weight, comonomer content and crystallinity. These results indicate that those factors play a very important role in the electrospinning process. Nevertheless, we were able to electrospin the crystalline, high molecular weight propylene copolymers.

### 4.3.6 Influence of different collectors

All the samples above were spun unto metal foil. Fibre morphology could be changed by using different collectors; therefore, water, ice and a rotating collector were also investigated as possible collectors. The idea behind the water and ice was that when the fibres were collected on a colder
surface, the polymer might crystallize more rapidly, preventing the collapsing of the fibres. In the example in Figure 4.12 below, polymer 8A were used in a 0.5 wt% solution. The flow rate was 0.05 ml/min, voltage 10 kV and the distance 20 cm.

![Figure 4.12. SEM images of polymer 8A. A) Spun unto foil and B) spun unto water](image)

When comparing the two samples (Figure 4.12), not much difference was seen when spinning unto foil. The fibre morphology still appeared to be collapsed and beaded.

It was concluded that foil is still a better collector than the water, since it was a struggle to collect the fibres from the water and the fibres had to be dried to get rid of the water. In the next experiment the foil was placed on ice with salt, to try and cool the collector surface even more. The foil needed to cover the ice, otherwise the polymer tended to spin towards the ice and not the foil. Lastly the fibres were directly spun unto the ice and scooped off the water, when the ice had melted. As with spinning unto water, the fibres were dried in a vacuum oven. All three these samples (Figure 4.13) were spun at a flow rate of 0.05 ml/min, 15 kV, at a TCD of 15 cm and a solution concentration of 2wt%.
Again there was not a considerable difference in the fibre morphology of the polymer when using the different collector surfaces. The only difference could be seen in the fibre diameters, indicated in Table 4.5. Spinning on to ice produced the thinnest fibres, probably due to the fact that the polymer crystallized, producing thinner fibres. This collector, however, was not feasible since the fibres tend to spin to other surfaces as well as the ice. In addition, collection of the few fibres that collected on the ice was quite difficult.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Fibre Diameter (µm)</th>
<th>STDEV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Foil</td>
<td>6.138</td>
<td>1.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foil on ice</td>
<td>6.688</td>
<td>1.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ice</td>
<td>4.118</td>
<td>1.79</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Experiments were also performed using a rotating collector. In Figure 4.14 the SEM images of polymer 8A spun on to a static and on to a rotating collector can be seen.
By using the rotating collector the fibres are less beaded. The absence of beads can be attributed to the better stretching of the fibres on the rotating collector. Better solvent evaporation would also lead to a less collapsed structure.

From experimenting with different collectors it could be concluded that a colder surface won't prevent the collapsing of the fibres. However, a rotating collector did produce fibres with a better morphology.

4.3.7 Beaded fibres

Many of the copolymers used in this study showed the occurrence of beads when electrospun. There are a few factors that influence the formation of beads and the most important ones being the solution concentration or the viscosity of the solution, the surface tension of the solution and the net charge density which is carried by the jet. The higher the viscosity the less the chances of bead formation, the same goes for the net charge density. Reducing the surface tension will encourage less bead formation as well. There are also some processing conditions that will influence the bead formation. Below I will only discuss a few factors that tend to influence the formation of beads.

4.3.7.1 Solution concentration and surface tension

Some research has been done on the formation of beads by changing the concentration of the solution or the solvent. Fong et al. found that with a low solution viscosity you will see the occurrence of beads, as the viscosity of the solution increases the beads becomes elongated and change shape, then at a certain viscosity all beads disappear. Ramakrishna explained it by saying that the surface tension decreases the surface area per unit mass. So when there is a high concentration of free solvent molecules, which is the case with a low solution concentration, the solvent molecules tend to agglomerate and the surface tension will then cause the molecules to
assume a spherical shape. With a higher concentration there is more interaction between the polymer molecules and the solvent molecules. Now when the solution is stretched, the solvent molecules will not agglomerate but rather expand over the entangled polymer molecules. In our case the solution concentration was not very high, but the solution viscosity was. This should lead to more chain entanglements and therefore we could have expected bead-free fibres. This was clearly not the case, indicating that solution concentration or viscosity was not the parameter that was causing the bead formation.

4.3.7.2 Conductivity of the solution

When the solution becomes more conductive, more charges can be carried by the jet. This will increase the stretching of the solution, which in turn will decrease the changes of bead formation. The conductivity of the solution can be increased by using a more conductive solvent or by adding ions to solution. Since the solvent system used in this study was not that conductive, this might be the main reason for the beads that are forming.

4.3.7.3 Voltage

Mixed results have been obtained for the relationship between voltage and bead formation. Jarusuwannapoom et al. found that the bead formation decrease with an increase in voltage. When the voltage increases, more stretching of the solution will take place, leading to fewer beads being formed along the fibre axis. Some researchers, however, found that when the voltage increases, the tendency of bead formation also increases. The shape of the beads will also change to a spherical form when the voltage increases. The explanation for this is that at high voltage the Taylor Cone may draw back into the needle, leading to an unstable jet, which in turn will lead to bead formation.

In our case changing these factors proved to be quite difficult. Since our polymer required a very specific solvent system and the weight concentration was already low, but an increase was not possible, due to viscosity problems when electrospinning. Some researchers also found that when the solvent evaporation is not sufficient beads will also occur. This might also play a role in the bead formation during the electrospinning of the copolymers. All the solvents used in our solvent system, with the exception of the acetone, have high boiling points and therefore will not evaporate that easily during electrospinning. One way to improve the conductivity of the solvent without changing the solvent or the solvent combination is by adding an ionic salt.

Zong et al. reported that when adding salt to the solution, the charge density of the surface that is ejected will increase and therefore more electrical charges will be carried by the jet. The electrical field then impose higher elongation forces on the jet and the bead formation is decreased.
We therefore tried different types of salt to find one that would dissolve in our solvent combination. Simply mixing the salt with the solvent combination prior to dissolution of the polymer was not successful. None of the salts we tried dissolved. Next the salt was first added to the one solvent, in our case DMF, until it dissolved and then the polymer and the other solvents were then added.

### Table 4.6. Solubility of salts in different solvents

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Salt</th>
<th>Weight %</th>
<th>Solvent</th>
<th>Dissolved</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KCl</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Cyclohexane/ Acetone/DMF</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NaCl</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Cyclohexane/ Acetone/DMF</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CaCl₂</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Cyclohexane</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CaCl₂</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>Cyclohexane</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CaCl₂</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>DMF</td>
<td>Dissolved until other solvents were added</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LiCl</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>DMF</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

LiCl was the only salt that worked with our solvent system. LiCl is also one of the salts used the most to enhance the conductivity of a solution for electrospinning.\(^{21,26,27}\)

In this section we will only show the results obtained by using one polymer of the poly(propylene-co-1-octene) range, 8B.

The initial electrospinning, in cyclohexane/acetone/DMF, did not work that well. The fibres were beaded and seemed wet, indicating bad solvent evaporation. LiCl was then added to the polymer solution.

Looking at Figure 4.15 it is clear that by adding the salt there is definitely change in the morphology of the fibres. They are still beaded, but the solvent evaporation seems better, since the
fibres are not that wet. The addition of salt may change some aspects of the fibre morphology. Some researchers found, that by adding salt, the diameter of the fibres might increase \(^{26, 28}\). The explanation for this is that with the addition of salt the net charge density increases and this will lead to more polymer moving towards the collector, producing thicker fibres. Looking at the two samples in Figure 4.15 sample A has a fibre diameter average of 4.02 \(\mu\text{m}\) and the sample B a diameter average of 2.64 \(\mu\text{m}\). So for this sample the addition of salt decreased the fibre diameter of the electrospun polymer. Articles also have been published where it was shown that the addition of salts did decrease the fibre diameter \(^{19, 29}\). Since the salt increases the conductivity of the solution, it means that the solution will undergo more stretching and the jet will also be whipped more, leading to fibres with a smaller diameter. However, too much salt may also cause the uniformity of the fibres to decrease and may cause bead formation. There are three forces present while electrospinning, viscoelastic, surface tension and electrostatic force. If too much salt is added, the ionic strength will be increased and this could cause an imbalance in the three forces, which in turn will lead to an unstable jet causing non-uniform fibres \(^{19}\).

Since the polymer seemed to spin more easily when adding the salt, it was thought that a different solvent combination could be used, with solvents in which our polymer will dissolve easier. Figure 4.16 shows fibres produced where only cyclohexane and DMF (80/20) were used, since acetone was added to the previous solvent system to increase the conductivity. The salt will, therefore, take over the role of the acetone, which is a non-solvent for the polypropylene copolymers. The different solvent system did not work since it seemed the fibres tended to agglomerate together. So it would seem that 3-solvent system is still the best to use.

![Figure 4.16. Polymer 8B in cyclohexane/DMF (80/20) with A) 2 wt % LiCl and B) 1 wt% salt](image)

The next objective was to find the optimum amount of salt to use, since the salt did influence the fibre morphology it would be better to add the least amount as possible.
The morphology of the fibres looks smoother and beadless with the addition of the salt and even with only just 0.2 wt% salt the fibres still seem bead free. The fibre morphology also seemed smoother when less salt added. The LiCl improved the fibre morphology leading to smooth, bead-free fibres with the addition of only 0.2 wt% salt.

4.3.8 Melting and crystallinity differences

One of the aspects of using fibres is how their crystallinity and thermal properties differ from the original polymer. Some articles have been published regarding the crystallinity of the fibres. It is said that as the fibre forms, a small part will crystallize to form lamella and the rest of the material will be amorphous. When the fibres are subjected to the shear forces during electrospinning, the lamella will form fibrils and the tie-molecules will go through the adjacent crystals and small bundles will be formed. Konkhlang et al. found that the nanofibre comprise of nanofibrils that are lined up parallel to the fibre axis. In this study WAXD and DSC was done to look at the difference between the melting and crystallinity properties of the fibres and the pure polymers. The data differed for the different copolymers.

WAXD analysis was done to investigate the influence of electrospinning on the type of crystal structure in the material. For a poly(propylene-1-octene) copolymer (8B) the WAXD spectra of the polymer and the fibre are shown in Figure 4.18.
Figure 4.18. WAXD spectrum of polymer 8B

It seems that the same crystal structure is present in the fibre as in the polymer powder for polymer 8B (Figure 4.18. WAXD spectrum of polymer 8B). However, the peaks of the powder are much sharper and more defined, where as those of the fibre are much broader. This is an indication that the crystalline order in the fibre was reduced. There are 4 defined peaks present in the powder sample. All these peaks are an indication of the alpha phase crystal form present in the polymer powder. It seems that mostly alpha phase crystals are present in the fibre. The broad peak of the fibre at about 15-16° may indicate the presence of beta phase crystals.

For polymer 14A (Figure 4.19), we can see the disappearance of peaks, indicating that the crystal structure of this polymer did change. Again the peaks for the fibres are much broader that those of the powder, indicating the decrease in the crystalline order. Again the 4 alpha phase crystal form peaks are quite clear in the polymer powder, but not as clear in the fibres.
Polymer 10B behaved quite different from the other two copolymers. No conclusions could be made from the WAXD spectra of this polymer.

The crystallinity was calculated by using the following equation

$$D_{\text{crystallization}} = \left( \frac{\text{Area crystallization peaks}}{\text{Area crystallization peaks} + \text{Amorphous area}} \right) \times 100$$ \hspace{1cm} \text{(4.1)}$$

The crystallinity difference between the powder and fibre is reflected in Figure 4.20.

![Figure 4.20. Difference in crystallinity between the polymer powder and fibre for polymer 8B and 14B](image_url)
For both these samples the crystallinity decreased notably when in fibre form. The reason for this is that even though the polymer undergoes stretching during the electrospinning process, the distance in which it travels is too short for the crystals to align before it reaches the collector plate and dries. The solvent evaporation usually takes place so quickly that the polymer does not get time to form crystals. This leads to the fibres having a decreased crystallinity compared to the pure polymer\textsuperscript{14,31}. This phenomenon has been observed by other researchers as well\textsuperscript{14, 18}. The length of the side chains of the copolymer could also prevent rapid crystallization during electrospinning. The DSC melting peaks (first scan) for the powders and the fibres were also obtained. These are shown in Figure 4.21.

![Figure 4.21. Difference in melting temperature between polymer powder and fibre](image)

The melting temperatures of the powders and fibres were determined by DSC. When considering the melting temperature difference between the powders and fibres, there is not a noticeable difference for polymer 8B and 10B. However, Polymer 14A exhibits a noticeable drop in the melting temperature between the powder and fibre. The length of the comonomer could play an important role regarding how the polymer crystallize during electrospinning which in the end can influence the melting temperature.

### 4.3.9 Solution melting temperature

As can be seen from the results, these polymers could be electrospun quite successfully when using the cyclohexane/DMF/acetone solvent system. A commercial isotactic PP could, however, not be electrospun from this solvent system, under the conditions that we used.
To try and explain why the copolymers worked and not the isotactic polypropylene, the crystallinity, molecular weight, comonomer content and solution melting temperatures of each polymer were examined. In Table 4.7, data relating to copolymers of propylene and 1-alkenes and isotactic polypropylenes are given. Note that PPC8 relates to sample 8B, PPC10 is sample 10B. Samples PPC14 and PPC18 were not electrospun during this study. These samples are merely listed here to point out an interesting phenomenon.

Table 4.7. Molecular weight, thermal and comonomer data for the different copolymers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Polymer</th>
<th>Comonomer (mole%)</th>
<th>Mw a)</th>
<th>PD b)</th>
<th>Tm c) °C</th>
<th>Tm d) °C</th>
<th>Xc e) %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PPC8</td>
<td>1-Octene (0.9)</td>
<td>506700</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>139.8</td>
<td>87.7</td>
<td>25.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPC10</td>
<td>1-Decene (1.0)</td>
<td>467300</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>138.6</td>
<td>85.4</td>
<td>28.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPC14</td>
<td>1-Tetradecene (0.9)</td>
<td>639200</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>134.1</td>
<td>82.3</td>
<td>26.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPC18</td>
<td>1-Octadecene (1.0)</td>
<td>631000</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>131.4</td>
<td>80.3</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iPP 1</td>
<td></td>
<td>420500</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>161.4</td>
<td>106.3</td>
<td>51.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iPP 2</td>
<td></td>
<td>468000</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>145.6</td>
<td>N/D</td>
<td>41.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a) Molecular weight determined from SEC; b) Polydispersity index; c) Melting temperature determined from DSC; d) Solution melting temperature determined using SCALLS; e) Crystallinity determined by DSC

The molecular weight of the samples are all in the same range (400 000 – 650 000 g/mole). The DSC crystallinity of the iPP samples is slightly higher than for the copolymers, yet copolymers with similar crystallinity were electrospun. What is significant here is the "solution melting temperature" of the copolymer. This was determined by solution crystallization analysis by laser light scattering (SCALLS) 32. This is the temperature at which a crystalline structure, formed by crystallization from solution, will melt/dissolve upon re-heating. It is clear that, for copolymers with similar molecular weight, and similar comonomer content, solution melting temperature in a given solvent (in this case, 1,2,4 trichlorobenzene) decreases as the comonomer type changes, with the comonomers with the longer alkane side-chain leading to copolymers that melts more easily in solution. This indicates that the solubility is influenced by the type of comonomer. This can be illustrated further by considering the Flory theory and the use thereof to study the melting point depression of polyolefins as a function of copolymer composition.

The Flory-Huggins equation for the free energy of mixing was initially developed for concentrated polymer solutions, as was pointed out in the 2005 review on Crystaf and Tref by Soares et al 33. The equation below was in fact developed to describe the melting point depression in the presence of a diluent (solvent), with $T_m$ being the "solution melting" temperature of the polymer.

$$\frac{1}{T_m} - \frac{1}{T_m^0} = \frac{R}{\Delta H_n} \left( \frac{\nu_2}{\nu_1} \right) \left[ -\frac{\ln \nu_2}{x} + \left( 1 - \frac{1}{x} \right) \nu_1 - \chi_1 \nu_1^2 \right]$$

(4.2)
Here where $T_m^0$ is the melting temperature of the pure polymer, $T_m$ is the equilibrium melting temperature of the polymer in solution, $\Delta H_u$ is the heat of fusion per repeating unit, $V_u$ and $V_i$ are the molar volumes of the polymer repeating unit and diluent, respectively, $\nu_1$ and $\nu_2$ are the volume fractions of the diluent and polymer, respectively, $x$ is the number of segments, and $\chi_1$ is the Flory–Huggins thermodynamic interaction parameter.

In techniques like TREF, CRYSTAF (and SCALLS), the crystallization step occurs in dilute solution, which complicates things as we have a non-uniform distribution of the polymer segments in the solvent. Whilst it is therefore strictly speaking not possible to apply equation 4.2 for dilute solutions, Mandelkern \(^{34}\) states that the change in chemical potential with increasing dilution is so small that equation 1 is obeyed even in dilute solutions. We can therefore rearrange Equation 4.2 as follows, whilst substituting the number of repeat units ($r$) for the number of segments ($x$). This yields equation 4.3:

$$\frac{1}{T_m} - \frac{1}{T_m^0} = \left(\frac{R}{\Delta H_u}\right)\left(\nu_1 - \chi_1 \nu_1^2\right) - \frac{R}{\Delta H_u} \left[\ln(\nu_2) + \nu_2\right]$$ (4.3)

The term on the right-hand side approaches zero if the molecular weight is large, and for polymeric systems we can therefore rewrite equation 4.3 as

$$\frac{1}{T_m} - \frac{1}{T_m^0} = \left(\frac{R}{\Delta H_u}\right)\left(\nu_1 - \chi_1 \nu_1^2\right)$$ (4.4)

In the case of dilute solutions of copolymers, we need to rewrite the interaction parameter to reflect the contribution of both monomers.

$$\chi_1 = v_A \chi_{1A} - v_A v_B \chi_{AB}$$ (4.5)

In this case $\chi_1$ is the interaction parameter of the binary copolymer with pure solvent, while $\chi_{1A}$ and $\chi_{1B}$ are the interaction parameters of the corresponding homopolymers with the same solvent.

If the chemical nature of the comonomers is very similar, then one could simply use equation 4.2 (or the derived form thereof).

Alamo and Mandelkern \(^{35}\) in their discussion of ethylene/1-alkene copolymers specified that the melting temperature of a copolymer can be described by the relationship

$$\frac{1}{T_m} - \frac{1}{T_m^0} = -\frac{R}{\Delta H_u} \ln p$$ (4.6)

Here $T_m$ is regarded as being the melting temperature of the copolymer, and $T_m^0$ is the melting temperature of the pure homopolymer and $\Delta H_u$ is the heat of fusion of the crystallizable unit, and $p$ is the sequence propagation probability of the crystallizable monomer. In an attempt to relate the Flory theory to crystallization results obtained (in solution) by Crystaf, first Monrabal et al\(^{36}\), and then followed by Brull et al \(^{37}\), made some assumptions which allowed for the simplification of Equation 1 to:

$$\frac{1}{T_m} - \frac{1}{T_m^0} = \frac{R}{\Delta H_u} \ln[1 - N_2]$$ (4.7)
Here $N_2$ is the molar fraction of the copolymer that is included, and since $\ln[1-N_2] \approx -N_2$ for low values of comonomer the above can be rearranged to:

$$\frac{1}{T_m} - \frac{1}{T_m^0} = -\frac{R}{\Delta H_u} N_2 \quad (4.8)$$

or

$$T_m = T_m^0 - \frac{R[T_m^0]^2}{\Delta H_u} N_2 \quad (4.9)$$

The above (equation 4.9) can be derived if it is assumed that $T_m, T_m^0 \approx [T_m^0]^2$

We are therefore left with two equations that could be applied, i.e. equations 4.4 and 4.9. If the latter is applicable, plotting comonomer content ($N_2$) against $\frac{1}{T_m} - \frac{1}{T_m^0}$ should lead to a straight line, with the slope not affected by the type of comonomer. This would then mean we assume that the nature of the comonomer does not affect the solubility of the polymer in a given solvent. In other words, the right-hand term of equation 4.4 would only be influenced by amount of comonomer, and not the interaction parameter. Recently Brand \(^{38}\) showed quite clearly that for a whole range of $C_3/C_8, C_3/C_{10}, C_3/C_{14}$ and $C_3/C_{18}$ copolymers plotting $N_2$ against $\frac{1}{T_m} - \frac{1}{T_m^0}$ does not yield a straight line if all the copolymers are plotted on the same graph (in fact a second order polynomial fit was much better). For the individual copolymers, and for low comonomer content, the plots of $N_2$ vs $\frac{1}{T_m} - \frac{1}{T_m^0}$ did yield straight lines, but the slopes of the lines differed for the copolymer types.

From this study it was concluded that the net interaction parameter in the Flory Huggins equation cannot be ignored for these specific polymers. The fact that type of comonomer content had an influence on the solubility of the polymer, explained in our case why these copolymers behave so differently in solution, even though all of them had more or less the same amount of comonomer. This also serves to explain the ease with which these copolymers could be electrospun, compared to the commercial isotactic polypropylenes.

### 4.3.10 Conclusion

The use of propylene copolymers and more specifically the propylene-higher 1-alkene copolymers is a facile way of producing high-melting polyolefin micro- and nanofibres by solution electrospinning. A solvent system that allows electrospinning at ambient temperature was developed for these copolymers. It was shown that the same system did not work for iPP, at least not in our hands.
4.4. References


Chapter 5

Electrospinning of poly(ethylene-co-vinyl alcohol)

5.1 Solution electrospinning of poly(ethylene-co-vinyl alcohol) (EVOH)

Poly(ethylene-co-vinyl alcohol) (EVOH) is a polymer that has been used in various solution electrospinning experiments. One of the main reasons for that is that the polymer can dissolve quite easily in a number of conductive solvents, which is ideal for electrospinning. Nanofibres can be used in a wide variety of applications, due their high surface area, the ease at which modification of their surface can take place as well as the better mechanical properties these material exhibits\(^1\),\(^2\). EVOH is a polymer that is hydrophilic yet insoluble in water, biocompatible, does not degrade easily and has excellent barrier properties\(^2\),\(^3\). EVOH also contains a hydroxyl group, which will react with numerous other monomers or polymers\(^4\),\(^5\). Combine these excellent properties of EVOH with those of nanofibres, and it is definitely advantageous to obtain EVOH nanofibres.

5.1.1 The use of different solvents

5.1.1.1 Isopropanol/water

The polymer we used was a commercial EVOH copolymer containing 44 % ethylene. What was initially attractive about this polymer as a candidate for electrospinning is the fact that it was soluble in solvents with high dielectric constants. Kenaway et al\(^6\) published an article where it was reported that EVOH copolymers with 56 - 71wt% vinyl alcohol, were electrospun from a 2-propanol/water solution (70% 2-propanol). The polymers were dissolved at 80 °C and when cooled to room temperature, stayed in solution for a few hours before precipitating. In many cases EVOH fibres were used in biomedical applications, making the water/2-propanol system quite popular\(^7\),\(^8\). The first attempts at solution electrospinning of the EVOH copolymer, a 12 wt% solution was prepared. Since dissolving of EVOH was much easier than the propylene copolymers, higher solution concentrations could be obtained without viscosity becoming a problem. Figure 5.1 shows the SEM micrographs of the microfibers obtained by this means.
Figure 5.1. SEM images of EVOH nanofibres produced from 2-propanol/H$_2$O solution (12 wt%) spun at TCD of 15 cm, flow rate of 0.05 ml/min and A) 15 kV and B) 20 kV

From Figure 5.1 it was already clear that these fibres had a different morphology than that of the polypropylene copolymers. In this case micro- instead of nanofibres were obtained. From what was reported in literature, we expected to obtain nanofibres. It should be taken into account that in this study we used an EVOH copolymer with different ethylene content to those reported previously $^6$-$^8$. When keeping the TCD and flow rate constant and changing the voltage, the higher voltage increased the fibre diameter by about 2 µm as can be seen from the example in Figure 5.1.

Figure 5.2. SEM images of EVOH nanofibres produced from 2-propanol/H$_2$O solution (12 wt%) spun at a flow rate of 0.05 ml/min, 20 kV and TCD of A) 15 cm and B) 20 cm

When comparing the effect of the TCD, the larger TCD (Figure 5.2) still resulted in thinner fibres. Using a TCD of 15 cm, a voltage of 15 kV and a flow rate of 0.025 ml/min, the thinnest fibres were obtained, as shown in Figure 5.3, although the fibre diameter was still in the micrometre range. The morphology of these fibres was not very smooth and elongated beads could be observed in some of the samples.
Figure 5.3. SEM images of EVOH nanofibres produced from 2-propanol/H$_2$O solution (12 wt%) spun at 15 kV, TCD 15 cm and flow rate a) 0.05 ml/min and b) 0.025 ml/min

The addition of salt was thought to be a way of improving the morphology of the fibres, but when adding salt, the 12 wt% solution could not be electrospun. The solution was too viscous at 12 wt% and the addition of salt appeared to have increased the viscosity. It also appeared as if the solution became too conductive and the jet receded into the needle. The solution concentration was reduced to 10 wt% and 0.2 wt% salt (LiCl) was added. The fibres obtained were not smoother and the electrospinning remained difficult. The morphology indicated that insufficient stretching of the solution took place. This was attributed to the fact that solution was too viscous and dried at the tip of the needle, making electrospinning difficult, even impossible. The next solution to be prepared was an 8 wt% solution and 0.2 wt% LiCl was added. The average diameter of the fibres decreased significantly when decreasing the solution concentration, with fibres in the 1 – 2 μm range being produced. A feed rate of 0.025 ml/min produced the thinnest fibres (see Figure 5.4).
Figure 5.4. SEM images of EVOH nanofibres produced from 2-propanol/H$_2$O solution (8 wt%), spun at 10 kV, TCD of 15 cm and flow rate of A) 0.05 ml/min, B) 0.025 ml/min and C) 0.01 ml/min.

All the samples were spun at 10 kV. When we used a higher voltage, the fibres were difficult to collect. The use of a TCD of 20 cm resulted in thinner fibres, but the fibres did not seem to be that uniform and even appeared swollen. Those spun at a TCD of 15 cm did, however, have more beads.

Figure 5.5. SEM images of EVOH nanofibres produced from 2-propanol/H$_2$O solution (8 wt%), spun at 10 kV, flow rate of 0.025 ml/min and a TCD of A) 15 cm and B) 20 cm.

The problems we encountered with the 2-propanol/water mixture lead us to try other solvents.
5.1.1.2 DMF

In this study it was decided to rather use a more conductive system, since our aim was not produce nanofibres for medical/biological applications. EVOH dissolves readily in N,N, dimethylformamide (DMF), which is a very conductive solvent, ideal for electrospinning. The first step in the electrospinning process was to determine the optimum solution concentration to achieve the required fibre morphology.

It was first attempted to prepare a 10 wt% solution at 100 °C. Even at 10 wt % polymer in DMF, electrospinning did not happen. At low solution viscosity the jet is unstable and Rayleigh instability will occur. What this implies is that the jet will break-up into droplets, but in long chain molecules the complete break-up will not always occur and beaded fibres will rather be formed. Increasing the concentration to 12 wt% solution resulted in the formation of fibres. At a concentration of 20 wt% the solution concentration was too high and caused the needle to become blocked. From Figure 5.6 it can be seen that that higher solution concentration gave more uniform and beadless fibres. EVOH dissolves quite easily in DMF, therefore the lower the solution concentration, the less viscous the solution will be (Table 5.1). The viscosity was determined on a Brookfield viscometer.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Solution</th>
<th>Viscosity (CPS)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12 wt%</td>
<td>182.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 wt%</td>
<td>254.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 wt%</td>
<td>328.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 wt%</td>
<td>437.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The solution viscosity can be related to the molecular entanglements in the solution, the higher the viscosity the more molecular entanglements in the solution. The molecular entanglements play an important role in the solution electrospinning process. For beadless fibres to be produced the jet must be quite stable and continuous. As soon as the jet loses its stability, the fibres that are formed will not be uniform and beaded fibres may be formed. The tendency is for the fibres to become thinner and more uniform with an increase in the solution concentration, which is shown in Figure 5.6.
Figure 5.6. SEM images of EVOH nanofibres (44 wt% ethylene) produced from A) 12 w/w % solution, B) 13 w/w % solution, C) 14 w/w % solution, D) 15 w/w % solution (DMF as solvent)

The next step was to compare the flow rate, tip-to-collector distance (TCD) and voltage. In the first experiments the flow rate was kept constant at 0.05 ml/min and the tip to collector distance (TCD) at 15 cm and the voltage varied between 10 – 20 kV.

In Figure 5.7 the SEM images of the EVOH spun at the various voltages can be seen. The sample spun at 15 kV produced the thinnest fibres. A higher voltage usually produces thinner fibres, since the more charges carried by the jet, the more the jet can be stretched and elongated, favouring the production of thin fibres. This explains the reduction in the fibre diameter between Samples A and B shown in Figure 5.7. The increase in the fibre diameter between Sample B and C can be explained by the fact that with higher voltage more solution gets drawn out of the needle and thicker fibres are formed. Baumgarten showed that with an increase in the voltage the fibre diameter will decrease until a minimum is reached, and then increase again. What should also be noted here that without the addition of salt, the EVOH fibres produced semi-beadless fibres at a voltage as low as 10 kV which was not the case with the polypropylene copolymers. The use of a more conductive solvent explains this phenomenon. DMF has a very high dielectric constant (38) and is very conductive. The more conductive the solution, the more charges are carried by the jet, the more charges carried by the jet the more it will undergo stretching. Since DMF already supplies charges to the jet, the formation of thin and beadless fibres should be possible at lower voltage.
Figure 5.7. SEM images of EVOH fibres. Flow rate: 0.05 ml/min, Distance: 15 cm and A) 10 kV, B) 15 kV and C) 20 kV

For the next example the TCD was kept constant at 15 cm, the voltage at 15 kV and the flow rate varied between 0.05 and 0.01 ml/min (Figure 5.8). Since the EVOH dissolved much easier and stayed in solution at room temperature for a longer time than the polypropylene copolymers, a slower flow rate was possible without the solution drying at the tip of the needle or crystallizing out of solution. However the thinnest fibres were formed using the higher flow rate of 0.05 ml/min. The feed rate determines the amount of solution that will be available to be electrospun. A high feed rate will most often increase the diameter of the fibres, since there is now more solution at the tip of the needle that needs to be drawn away. In our case the higher feed rate encouraged the
formation of thinner fibres. There is a certain point where the amount of the solution supplied at the needle tip will equal the rate at which it is taken away and then the increase in the feed rate will increase the charges on the jet, which in turn will allow the jet to be stretched more and thinner fibres will be obtained.

![SEM images of EVOH fibres produced by electrospinning from DMF solution.](image)

Figure 5.8. SEM images of EVOH fibres produced by electrospinning from DMF solution. Distance and voltage kept constant at 15 cm and 15 kV respectively and a flow rate of A) 0.05 ml/min, B) 0.025 ml/min and C) 0.01 ml/min was used.

The last parameter to change was the tip to collector distance. The voltage was kept constant at 20 kV and the flow rate at 0.01 ml/min and the TCD varied between 15 cm and 20 cm.
In this case, the larger distance produced thinner fibres; beadless fibres were, however, observed for both distances, indicating that the voltage played the biggest role in the formation of beads. One of the effects of a smaller distance is that the jet will accelerate faster, since the electrical field strength is higher. The jet will arrive at the collector plate in a short time and the fibres might not have enough time to be elongated and a fibre mesh can be formed \(^9,^{16}\). The fibres in Sample A though does not seem to be sticking together, but at 20 cm the jet can travel further, allowing it to be stretched more and also giving the solvent enough time to be evaporated.

![SEM images of EVOH nanofibres spun at 20 kV with a flow rate of 0.01 ml/min and at a distance of A) 15 cm and B) 20 cm](image)

The fibres obtained by using DMF were mostly beadless, but in some samples a few beads could still be observed. Since we saw that with the polyolefins the addition of salt encourages the formation of beadless fibres, LiCl was added to the EVOH solution. The LiCl dissolves quite easily in DMF, and 0.2 wt% LiCl was added to the EVOH solution and positive results (less beading) were obtained. The viscosity of the solution increased noticeably with the addition of the salt. The higher viscosity of the solution may also be part of the reason why beadless fibres were obtained.
Table 5.2. Viscosity of the solutions with and without salt

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Solution</th>
<th>Viscosity (CPS)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>15 wt%</td>
<td>437</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 wt% (Salt)</td>
<td>508</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When spinning the solution at 10 kV, beaded fibres were usually obtained. The addition of the LiCl resulted in the production of uniform and smooth fibres.

Figure 5.10. SEM images of EVOH nanofibres spun A) without LiCl and B) with 0.2 wt% LiCl at a TCD of 15 cm, 10 kV and a flow rate of 0.05 ml/min

New spinning conditions needed to be determined for the solutions containing LiCl. Figure 5.11 illustrates the influence of the voltage on the fibre diameter. Higher voltage did produce the thinner fibres, but it can be seen that there are beads present in some of the fibres. At the higher voltage more stretching of the fibres do take place, but the Taylor cone can become unstable or the jet may even recede into the needle, causing the formation of beads.
Figure 5.11. SEM images of EVOH nanofibres produced with 0.2 wt% LiCl. Distance and flow rate kept constant at 15 cm and 0.05 ml/min. The voltage varied, A) 10 kV, B) 15 kV and C) 20 kV.

For the next example the flow rate was varied between 0.05 ml/min and 0.01 ml/min, the TCD was and voltage was kept constant at 15 kV and 15 cm respectively. The lower flow rate did seem to produce thinner fibres; but once again the difference between the different flow rates was very small and can even be regarded as insignificant. The fibre distribution for the 0.01 ml/min did seem to be better, since more fibres were obtained at more or less the same diameter.
Figure 5.12. SEM images of EVOH nanofibres produced with 0.2 wt% LiCl, spun at 15 kV with TCD of 15 cm and a flow rate of A) 0.05 ml/min, B) 0.025 ml/min and C) 0.01 ml/min

For the next example the voltage was kept constant at 15 kV and flow rate at 0.05 ml/min. The TCD was varied between 12 and 20 cm. The greater distance did produce the thinner fibres, which can attributed to the fact that the jet has a longer time to travel before reaching the collector plate giving it more time to be elongated as well as for the solvent to be evaporated.
Figure 5.13. SEM images of EVOH nanofibres produced with 0.2 wt% LiCl spun at 15 kV, flow rate of 0.05 ml/min and a TCD of A) 12 cm, B) 15 cm and C) 20 cm.

The results of varying the different parameters are summarized in Figure 5.14. To test the influence of each parameter, the other two parameters were kept constant and the third parameter was varied.

The fibre diameter did decrease with an increase in voltage, although the decrease between 15 kV and 20 kV is very small. The sample at 20 kV however did also produce beaded fibres, whereas at 15 kV, smooth fibres were obtained. When higher voltage is applied, there are more charges on the jet and will lead to thinner fibres, which is the case between the 10 kV and 15 kV sample. The
beaded fibres could be due to the fact that at high voltage the jet might become unstable at certain stages and then beads could be formed. The difference between the flow rates did not seem to influence the fibre diameter too much. The smallest fibres were produced at the highest TCD. At 12 cm we did observe a decrease in fibre diameter when comparing it with the 15 cm, which can be attributed to the fact that the electrical field strength is very high at short distance, and could also lead to an increasing in the elongation of the jet 16-20.

![Figure 5.14. Summary of the influence of each parameter on the fibre diameter](image)

5.1.1.3 DMSO

It was observed with the DMF solutions of EVOH that the polymer starts crystallizing from solution on standing. This was not observed with the isopropanol/water system but the fibres obtained with that solvent system were not uniform and definitely not in the nanometre range. DMSO was chosen as the next solvent since it has a high dielectric constant as well and is a good solvent for EVOH. DMSO is also somewhat less toxic than DMF and EVOH fibres obtained from DMSO have also been used in medical applications.

The DMSO seemed to be a very good electrospinning solvent and we could even decrease the flow rate even more, even though the viscosity of the solution was higher. At the lower flow rate the fibre morphology was also more uniform.
Table 5.3. Viscosity of the solutions in DMF and DMSO

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Solution</th>
<th>Viscosity (CPS)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>15 wt% (Salt) in DMF</td>
<td>508</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 wt% (Salt) in DMSO</td>
<td>655</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results obtained with electrospinning using a 15 wt% EVOH (with 0.2 wt% LiCl) solution in DMSO are shown in Figure 5.15.

Figure 5.15. SEM images of EVOH nanofibres produced from DMSO solution (15 wt%) with 0.2 wt% LiCl, spun at 15 kV, TCD of 25 cm and a flow rate of A) 0.025 ml/min, B) 0.01 ml/min and C) 0.008 ml/min
It is clear that smooth, thin fibres were obtained, with excellent results obtained with most sets of experimental parameters. The results obtained at a voltage of 10 kV are shown in Figure 5.16. The lower voltage did seem to favour smaller diameters; however, the fibre mat is thicker at 15 kV than that at 10 kV as can be seen in Figure 5.16.

Figure 5.16. SEM images of EVOH nanofibres produced from DMSO solution (15 wt%) with 0.2 wt% LiCl, spun at TCD of 25 cm, a flow rate of 0.008 ml/min and A) 10 kV, B) 15 kV and C) 20 kV

DMSO does have a high boiling point and the solvent will not evaporate that easily. It can be seen when looking at the influence of the distance. At 25 cm the thinnest fibres were obtained and this is
possibly due to the solvent having more time to evaporate and the jet being able to undergo more stretching. This is illustrated in the SEM micrographs shown in Figure 5.17.

![SEM images of EVOH nanofibres](image)

**Figure 5.17.** SEM images of EVOH nanofibres produced from DMSO solution (15 wt%) with 0.2 wt% LiCl, spun at a flow rate of 0.008 ml/min, 15 kV and TCD of A) 15 cm, B) 20 cm and C) 25 cm

The influence of the parameters is summarized in Figure 5.18. Again for these experiments, two parameters were kept constant while the third parameter was varied. The spinning parameters did seem to have a greater influence when using DMSO, than when using DMF. In the case of the voltage, the fibre diameter increased with an increase in the voltage. It is reported that in some cases, if the voltage is too high, the jet becomes unstable, leading to
insufficient stretching of the solution $^9, ^{16}, ^{17}$. This will then lead again to the formation of thicker fibres. DMSO is already very conductive, and adding more charges to the solution the electrical field will be very strong, leading to the unstable jet. The thinnest fibres were obtained at the greatest distance. At higher distance the solution will be stretched more and the longer path travelled will give the solvent more time to evaporate. The flow rate had the least influence on the fibre diameter, and although the slower feed rate did produce the thinnest fibres, the difference between the fibre diameters were not that significant, given the standard deviation. What was observed for these samples was that the polymer did stay in solution for a substantial time and there were no problems with the polymer crystallizing out as was the case with DMF.

![Figure 5.18. Summary of the influence of each parameter on the fibre diameter of EVOH spun from DMSO solution.](image)

### Figure 5.18. Summary of the influence of each parameter on the fibre diameter of EVOH spun from DMSO solution.

#### 5.1.2 Melting and crystallinity

The way the polymer molecules are packed during electrospinning was discussed in Chapter 4. According to papers by Liu et al $^{21}, ^{22}$, a small part of the fibre will crystallize and the rest will be
amorphous. It is also known that the fibres consist of nanofibrils that are lined up parallel to the fibre axis\textsuperscript{23, 24}. DSC was done on the EVOH, as well as the 13 wt% and 15 wt% polymer fibres. When looking at the 1\textsuperscript{st} heating scan in Figure 5.19, we can see that the EVOH and nanofibres produced from a 13 wt% solution still has more or less the same melting temperature, the difference being about 2 °C between the two, with the fibres melting at a lower temperature. The melting temperature of the fibres produced from a 15 wt% solution shifted to a significantly lower value (about 5 °C lower).

![Figure 5.19. DSC thermogram of the 1\textsuperscript{st} heating of the bulk EVOH and EVOH fibres produced from 13 wt% and 15 wt% solutions.](image)

Liu et al\textsuperscript{21, 22}. discussed the influence of the fibre diameter on the melting temperature. Usually with a decrease in crystallinity we would find a decrease in the melting temperature. In Table 5.4 it is seen that the area under peak increases for the fibres compared to the pure polymer. No value for the heat of fusion of 100 % crystalline EVOH could be found in literature. Therefore, it is difficult to make conclusion whether there is a definite increase in the crystallinity. Liu also found that when the fibre diameter is broader, the melting temperature and crystallinity tend to increase. This could be a possible explanation for the difference between the melting temperature of the fibres produced from 13 and 15 wt% solutions. The fibres produced from the 15 wt% solution have a fibre diameter average of 330 nm (± 100 nm) and the 13 wt % an average diameter of 460 nm (±130...
nm). The difference however is not that large, but the difference of 130 nm in the diameter may be the reason for the increase in melting temperature for the fibres produced from the 13 wt% solution.

The decrease in melting temperature between the fibres produced from a 15 wt% solution and the (bulk) EVOH can be due to the way the polymer crystallizes during the electrospinning process. When a polymer is electrospun, the speed at which the jet is whipped, which is dependent on the voltage applied, and the distance the jet travels influences the crystallinity of the fibres. In other words, the formation of the crystals is governed by the stretching of the solution and the solvent evaporation. If not enough time is given for crystallization, the formation of smaller crystallites with defects will take place, leading to a lower crystallinity.\(^{25}\)

**Table 5.4. Melting temperature and area under the melting peak for EVOH, 13 wt% EVOH fibres and 15 wt% EVOH fibres**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Tm (°C)</th>
<th>Heat of fusion (J/g) (Area under peak)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EVOH</td>
<td>165.71</td>
<td>63.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EVOH Fibres (13 wt% solution)</td>
<td>163.03</td>
<td>72.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EVOH Fibres (15 wt% solution)</td>
<td>158.63</td>
<td>64.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For the composite formation, both aligned and non-aligned fibre mats were to be used. To align the fibres, the fibres were collected on a rotating drum. A piece of aluminium foil is placed on the drum to collect the fibres. As the drum rotates, the fibres will be aligned. Therefore it was necessary to investigate the crystallinity and melting of the aligned and non-aligned fibres. The fibres were spun from a 15 wt% DMSO solution, at 0.008 ml/min, 15 kV and a TCD of 20 cm.
From Figure 5.20 it is clear that the alignment of the fibres has no influence on the melting temperature of the fibres. There was also no difference between the crystallization temperatures of the two types of fibres; however there was a difference in the percentage crystallinity as can be seen from the area underneath the melting peak (Figure 5.20) and the heat of fusion (Table 5.5). The unaligned fibres had a greater heat of fusion, indicating the unaligned fibres are more crystalline than the aligned fibres. It would be expected that it will the other way around, since the aligned fibre collection take place on a rotating collector. When collecting fibres on a moving collector, the fibres will be stretched as it is collected. Although the fibres were stretched more by the rotating collector, it might be possible the molecules did not have enough time to align or the fibre were already dry when reaching the collector and no further stretching took place. It should also be taken into a count that the rotating collector does align the fibres somewhat, but not a great deal of alignment could be seen in the SEM images.
Table 5.5. Thermal properties of the non-woven and aligned fibres

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Tm (°C)</th>
<th>Heat of fusion (J/g)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EVOH Fibres (Non-Woven)</td>
<td>159.54</td>
<td>78.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EVOH Fibres (Aligned)</td>
<td>159.09</td>
<td>67.87</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.2 Composite formation

For a filler to be used as reinforcement in a polymer matrix it must possess certain properties, which include high surface area, good adhesion between the filler and the matrix, proper mechanical properties, high aspect ratio and good dispersion inside the matrix to name a few. Nanofibres meet most of the criteria mentioned here and therefore it is no surprise that these materials are popular to be used as nanofillers inside a polymer matrix. In this study the aim was to use the EVOH nanofibres as reinforcement in a LDPE matrix.

5.2.1 Melting experiments on the fibres

Work has been done regarding the compatibility of the LDPE and EVOH, concluding that these two polymers are quite compatible. This was shown by Shebani by the use of DSC. He proved that EVOH can be used as a compatibilizer for LLDPE/wood composites. Many papers discuss the reinforcement function fibres will have when added to polymer matrix. In most cases the fibres will increase the strength of the material, since the stress applied to the material will be transferred to the fibres. Low density polyethylene melts at about 120 °C, so when reinforcing this material with polymeric fibres, the fibres should not melt, but remain in fibre form to react as reinforcement. EVOH has a significantly higher melting temperature than LDPE, thus making it a candidate for fibrous reinforcement. Initially it had to established that when the LDPE was melted (at 140 °C), with the EVOH fibres, that the fibres would retain their original form. The first task would be to test if and when the fibres melt when subjected to heat for a certain time. The fibres were placed on glass slides in a press, the press were heated till 140 °C and the fibres kept there for different times. The result of these experiments can be seen in Figure 5.21. From the SEM images it was quite clear that the fibres initially did not melt at 140 °C. It was only after 20 minutes at 140 °C that some of the fibres started to fuse together. This, however, was not a problem, since the melting of LDPE at 140 °C will only take at the most 10 minutes.
5.2.2 Incorporation of EVOH fibres in a LDPE matrix

The next step was trying to incorporate the fibres into the matrix. This proved to be much more difficult than anticipated. The easiest way seemed to be by using injection moulding. But due to the viscosity effects, the polymer tended to flow into the mould and the fibres did not flow that readily, leaving the fibres concentrated in one area and not distributed throughout the moulding at all. The second way was by adding polymer pellets and fibres to the mould and then heating the mould and pressing films. It was discovered that the pellets melted, but the fibres floated on top, so the fibres were only on the surface of the material and not incorporated throughout the LDPE.

The next method we tried was to press two LDPE films, place a fibre mat in between the two films and then melt press the two films together, with the fibre mat in between. There were some difficulties with this as well, with the films not always melting together and becoming separated afterwards, due to the fibre mat in between. If too much pressure was applied during the pressing process, the fibres got pushed out to the side. Eventually some composites were formed that could be used for mechanical testing. A cross section was taken of some of the composites before tensile testing, to determine the adhesion between the polymer and the fibres as well as if to see if the fibre form was not compromised. Figure 5.22 (SEM image) shows that the adhesion between the polymer matrix and the fibres is very good and the fibres are imbedded in the polymer matrix and not separate. The fibre form is also retained.
The amount of fibre and polymer was very difficult to calculate and this factor must be taken into account when observing the tensile properties of these materials.

5.2.3 Tensile properties

Nanofibres are supposed to show an increase in elastic modulus as well as tensile strength, over the parent polymer, due to the aligned molecular structure inside the fibre. During electrospinning the molecular chains should align along the fibre axis, resulting in fibres comprising of aligned molecular chains, which should enhance their mechanical properties.\textsuperscript{23, 24}

The EVOH fibres were pressed between LDPE films and tensile testing was performed on these samples. The nanofibres clearly had an influence on the mechanical properties of the composites compared to pure LDPE (Figure 5.23). Fibres tend to be better reinforcing nanofillers than whiskers or short fibres; this being ascribed to their high aspect ratio.\textsuperscript{31} When using shorter fibres, the stress transfer from the matrix to the fibres is very poor, shorter fibres tend not to overlap, so they do not strengthen the material and the edges can act as stress initiators, implying that it will be the origin of the crack.\textsuperscript{32}
The improvement of the material with the fibres indicates that the nanofibres acted as an effective reinforcing filler and there appeared to be good adhesion between the fibres and the polymer matrix. The high surface ratio of the fibres also allowed good stress transfer from the polymer matrix to the fibre and thus increasing the stiffness of the material, which is indicated by the Young’s modulus (Figure 5.24).

The only property showing no improvement was the elongation at break. This can be ascribed to the morphology and molecular orientation differences between the two samples. LDPE is a material with low crystallinity and the polymer extends quite easily when a force is applied. By adding the fibres, which have higher crystallinity, the mobility of the composite is decreased. Therefore the composite will not undergo as much elongation during the tensile test. The decrease in the elongation at break has been seen by various researchers. Cracks and voids may also form in the material; this decreases the stress transfer and then eventually the elongation at break. The composite material also experiences a great deal of stress at certain strains than the pure polymer. This is ascribed to the fibres pre-existing molecular orientation due to the electrospinning process.
Figure 5.24. Elastic modulus (5% strain) of pure LDPE and LDPE/EVOH Fibre (non-woven and aligned) filled composites

The unaligned fibres had a greater effect on the stiffness of the material, than the aligned fibres. We would expect to see a greater enhancement of the stiffness of the material when using aligned fibres, since the load transfer between the fibres will be better. It is well known that fibres exhibit better strength when aligned parallel to the fibre axis, but perpendicular to it, they exhibit very weak tensile strength. When comparing the crystallinity of the aligned and unaligned fibres (Table 5.5) it can be seen that the unaligned fibres are more crystalline than the aligned ones. The crystallinity of the fibres plays an important role in the reinforcement effect of the fibres. The higher the crystallinity, the higher the modulus will be, the crystalline material will make the material stronger. Another explanation for the trend in Figure 5.24 is that the dispersion of the non-aligned fibre mat may be better than that of the aligned mat. When placing the fibre mat between the two films, the aligned fibre mat may bundle and therefore lead to a worse dispersion of the fibres in the polymer matrix. Although the same size fibre mat was used each time the weight of the fibre mat may differ, this implies that in some samples there are more fibres than in others. The stress-strain curve in Figure 5.23 indicates this better. The red curve is that of the composite containing the non-aligned fibre mat and it can be seen that the curve differs from that of the pure LDPE and the...
LDPE/aligned fibre composite. From stress-strain curve of the composite containing the aligned fibre mat it seems as if the stress transfer takes place up until a certain point, but then the matrix elongates normally, like it would for LDPE. This may indicate that there are big parts of the matrix that are not in contact with fibres and, therefore, the influence of the fibres inside the matrix will not be as effective for the aligned fibres. What should also be taken note of is that due to way the composites is prepared, it was difficult to calculate the precise amount of fibre present, this may also lead to differences in the way the composites behave under applied stress.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Modulus</th>
<th>% Increase</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LDPE</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDPE/Unali Fibre/LDPE</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDPE/Ali Fibre/LDPE</td>
<td>1.21</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The difference between the aligned and non-aligned mats is not that significant when comparing the tensile strength as can be seen in Figure 5.25. What is more noticeable is the increase in tensile strength of the material when adding the fibres. LDPE is known for its low tensile strength. LDPE has many branches present inside the polymer, this makes it less crystalline and therefore its tensile strength will not be that high. When adding fibres (well dispersed), the mobility of the chains will be restricted. The stress that is applied to the polymer matrix will be transferred to the fibres and this leads to the material having better tensile strength.
All these above-mentioned results were the average of 5 tests. There was a variety in the results obtained, although more or less in the same range. We can, however, see that the standard deviation for the composites is quite large. These variations in the results can be explained by the defects introduced by both the sample preparation methods as well as the inherent defects in the fibres. Some of the fibres incorporated in the matrix may have fibre defects which will influence the tensile properties. The fibres may also form a porous structure during electrospinning and these pores may lead to stress concentration sites, initiating breakage. The molecular arrangement may also differ from fibre to fibre \(^{36}\).

In conclusion, though it is quite clear that the addition of EVOH nanofibres lead to a significant change in the mechanical properties of LDPE (Table 5.7)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Yield strength (at 0.2 % strain offset)</th>
<th>Elongation at break (mm)</th>
<th>Stress at break (MPa)</th>
<th>Ultimate Tensile Strength (MPa)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LDPE</td>
<td>6.71</td>
<td>117.91</td>
<td>8.19</td>
<td>8.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDPE/Unali Fibre/LDPE</td>
<td>9.31</td>
<td>45.06</td>
<td>10.51</td>
<td>10.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDPE/Ali Fibre/LDPE</td>
<td>7.82</td>
<td>56.25</td>
<td>10.22</td>
<td>10.38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## 5.3 Electrospinning of EVOH with MWCNT

Another way of reinforcing a polymer matrix is by adding carbon nanotubes. The main attraction of these materials is the enhancement they bring to the modulus and the tensile strength of the material. It has been measured that the nanotubes itself has an elastic modulus of 1-2 TPa. They have excellent mechanical, thermal and electrical properties and due to their small size they have a very high aspect ratio and can be used in polymer materials to form nanocomposites.

One of the main problems with incorporating MWCNT in a polymer matrix is the dispersion of the carbon nanotubes throughout the matrix. One method used is electrospinning a polymer solution containing carbon nanotubes and then incorporating the fibres in a polymer matrix. This method provides a way to incorporate nanotubes in a polymer matrix, without influencing or changing the structural integrity of the nanotubes. During electrospinning the MWCNT will be distributed throughout the fibres and aligned with the fibre axis and it is found that the nanotubes tend to align better, maybe due to the spatial confinement of the fibres. Aligned CNT will enhance the area to which the polymer matrix will bond and the aspect ratio will be higher for better reinforcement. When incorporating the fibres into the polymer matrix and melting the fibres, we are left with the carbon nanotubes inside fibres.

### 5.3.1 Electrospun EVOH fibres with MWCNT

Functionalized MWCNTs were used in all experiments. By functionalising the surface of the CNT better interaction between the nanotubes and the polymer matrix is ensured and therefore better reinforcement will take place. The first experiments done for the electrospinning of EVOH with MWCNT were done in DMF. At first only 5 wt% MWCNT was added to the electrospinning solution and no salt was used. The MWCNT did not seem to influence the morphology of the fibre too much, although some beading could be seen. Some examples are show in Figure 5.26.
LiCl was added to the electrospinning solution and immediately beaded fibres could no longer be detected (Figure 5.27). The average fibre diameter of the samples containing MWCNT was 540 nm (±140 nm). This was thicker compared to the 380 nm (± 90 nm) of the EVOH fibres without MWCNT. The nanotubes may influence the fibre diameter due to agglomeration inside the fibre. It was suspected that the nanotubes may not be aligned inside the fibre and some may even protrude through the walls of the fibres, leading to thicker fibres.
DSC was performed on sample without MWCNT and containing 10 wt% MWCNT to determine the influence of the MWCNT on the crystallinity and melting temperatures of EVOH. There is a slight decrease in the melting temperature of the fibres containing MWCNT. This can maybe be due to the influence the nanotubes have on the way the polymer is electrospun. The crystallization temperature is the same for both samples. It should be noted that the melting temperatures were obtained with the first heating scan and the crystallization after the first heating scan. Thus we are comparing the crystallization from the melt resulting from the heating of the original artefacts.
The crystallinity of the fibres containing nanotubes was also lower than the fibres without nanotubes (Table 5.8). The nanotubes inside the fibres might prevent the orientation of the molecules inside the fibres during electrospinning and this will lower the crystallinity of the fibres containing nanotubes.

Table 5.8. Thermal properties of EVOH fibres with and without CNT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Tm (°C)</th>
<th>Heat of fusion (J/g)</th>
<th>Crystallization peak (°C)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EVOH Fibres (Aligned)</td>
<td>159.09</td>
<td>67.87</td>
<td>138.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EVOH Fibres with 10% MWCNT (Aligned)</td>
<td>158.05</td>
<td>56.08</td>
<td>138.14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Transmission electron microscopy was used to visualize the MWCNT and functionalized MWCNT. TEM was also done on the fibres to observe the presence and orientation of the nanotubes inside the fibres. The multi-walled nature of the carbon nanotubes can clearly be seen in Figure 5.29.

Figure 5.29. TEM images of A) MWCNT and B) Functionalized MWCNT

Finding the nanotubes inside the fibres turned out to be very difficult. This could possibly be due to the fact that the nanotubes were not that well dispersed, and another problem was that the fibre mat was very thick and it was difficult to see inside the fibres with the transmission microscope. Embedding it in resin was problematic, since the fibres float on top. However, the presence of the
nanotubes was confirmed inside the fibre as can be seen in Figure 5.30. In this sample only 5 wt% nanotubes were added.

![TEM images of 5 wt% MWCNT inside EVOH fibres](image1)

Figure 5.30. TEM images of 5 wt% MWCNT inside EVOH fibres

TEM images of 10 wt% MWCNT inside EVOH fibres was taken as well. Again the TEM images were not ideal, but there were images in which the nanotubes could be seen. It could be concluded from these images that the nanotubes are not straight, but rather curled. The electrospinning process does not allow the full stretching of the nanotubes.

![TEM image of EVOH fibres with 10 wt% MWCNT](image2)

Figure 5.31. TEM image of EVOH fibres with 10 wt% MWCNT
FE-SEM images were taken of the fibres (containing 10 wt% MWCNT) fractured in liquid nitrogen (Figure 5.32. On some of the fibres, artefacts resembling nanotubes could be seen protruding, however, no definite nanotubes could be observed.

![Figure 5.32. FE-SEM images of EVOH fibres containing 10 wt% MWCNT](image)

A paper was published describing a process where electrospun fibres were immersed in a MWCNT solution, kept there for a few minutes and then removed and rinsed. Reportedly, this resulted in MWCNT being adsorbed on the fibres. Subsequently we formed EVOH nanofibres in the absence of MWCNT. We then immersed the fibres in a MWCNT/DMF solution. The sample was then rinsed with water, to get rid of all the unattached MWCNT. The immersing of the fibres into a MWCNT solution did not give the result expected from literature. TEM images (Figure 5.33) indicated that the nanotubes absorb onto the fibre as agglomerates and not evenly spread along the fibres. This indicated that electrospinning EVOH in the presence of MWCNT was the best way of introducing the MWCNT to the polymer.
Another way to confirm and calculate the amount of nanotubes inside the fibres is by TGA. Since the MWCNT degrade at very high temperature, by looking at the weight loss profile of the fibre/MWCNT we will be able to see if there is any MWCNT present. This will be discussed with the TGA results that follow.

At this stage the solvent was changed for electrospinning to establish if better dispersion of the nanotubes would be possible. Three different solvents were tried: 1) DMF, 2) Isopropanol/H\textsubscript{2}O and 3) DMSO. The isopropanol/H\textsubscript{2}O did not work, but 15 wt% MWCNT were added to both the other solvent systems for electrospinning. From the TGA curves in Figure 5.34, it is clear that DMSO solvent system worked the best. The weight loss curve indicated that about 12 wt% carbon nanotubes is present whereas with the DMF only 3 wt% MWCNT was present in the fibres. Dispersion of the carbon nanotubes is clearly better in DMSO.

The TGA shows two definite weight loss steps for all the samples. Alvarez et al\textsuperscript{42} described this two-step degradation by saying that the first step might be due the degradation of the vinyl alcohol part of the copolymer and the later step is that of the of the ethylene sequences degrading. Chain scission starts to happen at the parts of the chains consisting of the vinyl alcohol units, this will take place until there is no vinyl alcohol units left where chain scission can occur. The last step in the degradation occurs when chain scission starts in the ethylene-containing chain segments. Both weight loss steps can be seen in all the samples. For the samples with the MWCNT, however, the onset of the first degradation step was delayed. This implies that the carbon nanotubes improve the thermal stability of the fibres. The onset of the second degradation however was earlier, so it seems that nanotubes influence the degradation of the polyethylene segments in some way that will cause that part to degrade more rapidly.
5.3.2 EVOH/CNT nanocomposites

The nanocomposite samples were prepared in the same manner as the LDPE/EVOH nanofibre composites. In this case, however, the temperature was increased to the point where the EVOH fibres would also melt, leaving the MWCNT dispersed in the LDPE. For this study only aligned fibres containing MWCNT were used (Figure 5.35). Literature suggested that the better the nanotubes are aligned, the better their reinforcement properties and when aligning the fibres the chances are better for obtaining aligned nanotubes. In the electrospinning process the nanotubes will start off being randomly orientated inside the syringe, the force of the electrospinning jet will orientate them inside the fibre.
Figure 5.35. SEM images of aligned EVOH fibres filled with MWCNT

A LDPE/MWCNT composite was prepared using EVOH fibres spun with 10 wt% MWCNT. The EVOH/MWCNT fibre mat was placed between two LDPE films. In this case, though, the sample were heated to 160 °C and kept it there for 10 minutes to make sure the EVOH fibres will melt. A cross section image was taken of the composite, both by using SEM and TEM. From the SEM image (Figure 5.36) it was clear that the fibres were definitely melted and the reinforcement of the fibres should play no role when determining the elastic modulus. The crack down the middle of the material is an indication of where to two films overlap, with the melted fibres in-between.

Figure 5.36. SEM image of cross section of LDPE/CNT/LDPE film

In Figure 5.37 the carbon nanotubes inside the film can clearly be seen. The dispersion of the nanotubes does not appear to be satisfactory, however. The TEM image is only a cross section of a small part of the film. The nanotubes though were not always aligned. The lack of alignment can be attributed to the electrospinning conditions. In addition the MWCNT were initially confined to the EVOH fibres, and they maintained this arrangement upon melting. A better strategy would probably have been to remelt and remould the composite, to see if a better dispersion could be obtained.
Figure 5.37. TEM images of LDPE/CNT/LDPE composite cross section

Tensile testing was performed on these LDPE/CNT samples and surprising results were obtained. When we compared a sample with melted fibres, without carbon nanotubes, to the other two samples, it appeared as if the presence of EVOH had a greater influence on the polymer matrix than the carbon nanotubes. The preparation of the tensile samples may also play a role in the results; the fibres might shrink during the melting process, leading to uneven dispersion of the carbon nanotubes.

A SEM image of the cross section of a tensile bar after tensile testing was prepared. Tensile tests were performed parallel to the tensile bar and from the images in Figure 5.38 it is evident that the polymer was pulled in the direction of the tensile test, elongating and then eventually broke. The formation of “holes” is clear around the fracture points, indicating the cause of the fracture. The amount of carbon nanotubes inside the film is possibly not enough to have a significant influence.
on the mechanical properties. It could, however, be seen that where the polymer broke, there is an indication of molten material, indicating the presence of the molten EVOH inside the LDPE matrix. The presence of the molten EVOH is a possible explanation for formation of the holes in the LDPE matrix during tensile testing, leading to the fracture of the material.

![Figure 5.38. SEM images of cross section of surface after tensile testing](image)

The true representation of the effect of the carbon nanotubes on LDPE is not clear, since the presence of the EVOH in the composite seems to be influencing or obscuring the results. It was therefore decided to evaluate the effect of the MWCNT on EVOH as a matrix. The nanotubes which are –COOH functionalized (Chapter 3) should interact well with the EVOH matrix and therefore reinforce the polymer.\(^\text{36}\) It has been shown that both functionalized SWCNT and MWCNT significantly affects the modulus, tensile strength and elongation of polyurethane, to a greater extent than the non-functionalized nanotubes\(^\text{45}\). If the nanotubes are strongly bonded or well dispersed inside the matrix, the stress induced by the tensile load on the matrix will be transferred to the nanotubes through interfacial adhesion\(^\text{46}\).

A composite of EVOH and MWCNT was prepared by sandwiching a mat of EVOH fibres containing 10 wt% MWCNT between two films of EVOH and melt-compressing the sandwich structure at 160 °C for 10 minutes. The stress-strain curve for the EVOH and the EVOH/MWCNT nanocomposite is shown in Figure 5.39.
Figure 5.39. Stress/strain curve of EVOH composite with and without CNT

From the stress-strain curve in Figure 5.39, the EVOH sample exhibited better elongation at break than the sample filled with CNT. The decrease in elongation is expected, as the non-deformable MWCNT restrict the ability of the EVOH matrix to elongate after yielding. This effect was also found by Zhao et al.\textsuperscript{47}.

The orientation of the nanotubes inside the fibre plays an important role in the properties of these materials. The test is performed parallel to the fibres inside the matrix, however, the nanotubes are not all aligned in the fibre direction, which will lead to the CNT having less of an influence on the mechanical properties than we would expect. The sonication process prior to electrospinning may also damage some nanotubes, leading to less reinforcement.\textsuperscript{44}
From Figure 5.39 is clear that the slope of the elastic portion of the curve is steeper for the MWCNT composite. The elastic modulus was calculated at 4% strain to make a direct comparison between the samples. The elastic modulus of EVOH is already quite high, but it is improved when adding the CNT, an 8.31% increase (Figure 5.40). This increase in modulus again indicates that there good interaction between the CNT and the matrix. Effective stress transfer occurs during tensile testing and therefore the modulus is increased. However the increase is not that significant, which might be indicative of the lack of alignment as well as agglomeration of the MWCNT inside the sample. The total amount of MWCNT in the composite is also fairly low.

The ultimate tensile strength also increased with the incorporation of the MWCNT (Figure 5.41). Overall we can conclude that, as the aggregation of nanotubes will decrease the reinforcing effect\textsuperscript{35}, and since reinforcement is observed in these examples, that there were enough well dispersed and non-agglomerated nanotubes in the samples.

The mechanism of the deformation of the fibres with carbon nanotubes were discussed by Kim et al\textsuperscript{48}. They concluded that when stress is applied parallel to the fibre axis the fibre elongates and at a certain length necking starts to occur. They found that the necking usually occurs at the end of
an embedded nanotube. The stress that is applied will reach a certain maximum and then the carbon nanotubes will start to slip inside the material in the direction of the applied stress. This slippage and the effective transfer of the stress inside the fibre to the carbon nanotubes cause the increase in the strain at break as well as the enhanced tensile strength\textsuperscript{48}. The two possible fracture mechanisms for nanotubes are that the nanotubes will either break or pull out of the matrix, leading to the failure of the material, since no effective stress transfer between the matrix and the nanotubes will occur \textsuperscript{49}. It has been proven that the crack responsible for the failure of the material starts in areas with low nanotube concentration. This then propagates along the areas with weak nanotube loading, at a certain crack opening width the nanotubes will break or pull out of the matrix and then eventually leads to the failure of the material \textsuperscript{46}.

![Graph showing tensile strength comparison between EVOH and EVOH/CNT composites.](image)

**Figure 5.41. Tensile strength of EVOH and EVOH/MWCNT composites**

The increase in modulus and tensile strength for the composite over the EVOH was 8.31\% and 8.18\% respectively. These results were the average of 5 tests that were more or less in the same range. The results did differ a bit between the different samples as can be seen by the error bar indicated on each column. These differences are probably due to the method of sample preparation.
The nanotubes on the other hand may also play a role in influencing the properties. If the nanotubes are not evenly distributed, leading to some same samples containing more nanotubes than others, the results will vary accordingly. The way the nanotubes are distributed in the fibres used to prepare these nanocomposites also differ quite significantly from fibre to fibre, and in some fibres these tubes are more aligned than in others. The adhesion between the nanotubes and the polymer may also vary between samples, as the extent of functionalization might differ between the nanotubes.

We can conclude that multi-walled carbon nanotubes improved the tensile properties of EVOH. The dispersion of the fibres inside the matrix during the preparation of the composites might lead to poor dispersion of the nanotubes inside the polymer matrix. If agglomerates of nanotubes occur inside the fibre, the chances are they will be distributed as agglomerates inside the polymer matrix, leading to a decrease in their reinforcement properties. We could conclude some dispersion of the nanotubes did take place to cause the reinforcing effect, but better dispersion is necessary to obtain a higher increase in the mechanical properties. This method proved to be a way to disperse nanotubes through a polymer matrix; however, optimisation is necessary to improve the alignment and dispersion of nanotubes inside the nanofibres and nanocomposites. Once again, remelting and remolding of the composites might have resulted in better properties, but this was not possible within the scope of this study.

### Table 5.9. Mechanical properties of EVOH and EVOH/MWCNT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Modulus (MPa)</th>
<th>Yield strength (MPa)</th>
<th>Elongation at break (mm)</th>
<th>Ultimate Tensile Strength (MPa)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EVOH</td>
<td>11.43</td>
<td>50.33</td>
<td>12.29</td>
<td>53.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EVOH/MWCNT</td>
<td>12.38</td>
<td>53.46</td>
<td>8.72</td>
<td>57.63</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.3.3 Attaching fluorophores to carbon nanotubes

We observed that it was quite difficult to see the carbon nanotubes inside a fibre mat. The size of the nanotubes as well as the fibres overlapping makes it very hard to be able to see them inside. Therefore, another method was required to determine the distribution of the nanotubes within the fibres.

Some work has been published that describe the attachment of fluorescent dye molecules to the nanotubes which render the nanotubes visible with a fluorescent microscope. In many cases Fluorescein and Rhodamine B has been used, though it is found that when these dye molecules are attached to carbon nanotubes, the carbon nanotubes will quench the fluorescence of the dye.
molecules. Though this is true, there is still enough fluorescence of the dye molecules to distinguish the nanotubes inside a material.

In our case, Rhodamine B was added beforehand to functionalized MWCNT in an acetone solution with 1 drop of H$_2$SO$_4$. After the functionalization, the nanotubes were washed repeatedly with water, to make sure that all the unreacted Rhodamine B is removed. These dyed nanotubes were then added to the electrospinning solution. After electrospinning, the nanofibre mat was examined with a fluorescence microscope.

It was difficult to determine the amount of dye needed for the solution, since too much dye might make it impossible to observe the individual nanotubes. In Figure 5.42 the three different images obtained by microscopy can be seen. A is the transmission image and B the fluorescent image, while C is the overlay of the two. The bright red fluorescence seen in B could, however, be due to the auto-fluorescence of the carbon nanotubes. It can also be seen in the overlay of two images. It is therefore not clear what the dispersion of the nanotubes was like.

![Figure 5.42. Fluorescence and transmission images of EVOH fibres containing dyed MWCNT](image)

It is possible to use fluorescein with an isocyanate group (FITC) as a marker dye. These molecules are reported to react with the side walls of the (non-functionalized) nanotubes, forming non-covalent bonds. The nanotubes used in this study were –COOH functionalized, so it was...
expected to find covalent interaction between the isocyanate and carboxylic acid groups, as well as some side-wall binding as well. The multi-wall carbon nanotubes were treated with FITC as described in Chapter 3. Once again, care was taken to remove any loose or unbound dye molecules before drying the dyed MWCNT.

The dried, dyed MWCNT were added to EVOH and electrospun. These electrospun fibres were placed under the microscope. The FITC will be seen as a green fluorescence signal when placed under the fluorescence microscope.

In Figure 5.43 the images of the electrospun fibres filled with the dyed MWCNT can be seen. We can still see that the nanotubes tend to agglomerate inside the fibres, but there is some dispersion visible in the fibres although agglomerated.

![Figure 5.43. Fluorescence images of EVOH fibres with FITC attached to MWCNT, B and D are the transmission and fluorescence overlay of A and C respectively](image)

It is clear that the carbon nanotubes are well dispersed in the electrospun fibres, but is it necessary to use the fibres to disperse the MWCNT in the polymer matrix during the preparation of nanocomposites? In the next experiment, the fibres with the dyed MWCNT were used in the preparation of these nanocomposites. In A (Figure 5.44) the nanotubes, not encapsulated within electrospun fibres, were placed between two LDPE films and heated to form a composite. The next
two samples were prepared by placing the electrospun fibre mat containing the dyed MWCNT between (B) LDPE and (C) EVOH films. In both cases the composites were formed at a temperature high enough to melt the EVOH fibres. From Figure 5.44, it is clear that the distribution of MWCNT in A is not as good as in B and C, with C clearly giving the best dispersion. The latter is a clear indication that the interaction between the matrix and the EVOH fibres play a role in the dispersion of the fibres upon melting. Whilst EVOH and LDPE might be compatible, the dispersion is much better when the EVOH fibres are placed between two EVOH films prior to melting. In A the nanotubes are static before melting occurs, and they tend not to flow in the melt. A better dispersion could be seen in B, indicating that the fibres with the nanotubes inside provide better dispersion of the nanotubes, but agglomeration still occurs, as is evidenced by the bright spots. Dispersion in C looks the best, with the nanotubes not as agglomerated as in B, but well dispersed throughout the matrix. It must be noted that the fibre mats used in the preparation of composites B and C were prepared separately, and the dispersion of the MWCNT might also be influenced by the dispersion within the fibres. Having said that, however, it seems clear that agglomeration occurs after melting in the case of the LDPE nanocomposite. It seems that the functionalized nanotubes do not want to associate with the LDPE, but would rather agglomerate. In the case of the EVOH nanocomposite, the interaction between the functionalized MWCNT and the matrix appears to be as good as that between the MWCNT and the EVOH fibres, which should be expected.
Figure 5.44. Fluorescence images of A) LDPE with MWCNT, B) LDPE with MWCNT inside fibres and C) EVOH with MWCNT inside fibres. In B and C samples were heated to melt fibres.

One of the main concerns may be that the dye may react with the hydroxyl group of the EVOH and what is seen is the fluorescent of the fibres and the nanotubes which will not be a true reflection of the dispersion of the nanotubes. Further optimisation of the system is still required. It is also not clear at this point how the dye bonds to the nanotubes and this will be a discussion point in further research.

In conclusion, some aspects may be pointed out:

- The use of electrospun nanofibers seems to be a facile way of introducing MWCNT into a polymer matrix.
- The interaction of the MWCNT with the electrospun fiber and the interaction of the MWCNT with the matrix within which it is placed might differ, and this could affect the distribution of the nanotubes within the polymer with which the nanocomposite is formed.
- The use of the “single polymer composite” approach, i.e using the same polymer as the matrix to electrospin the “carrier” fibres seems to be the most effective way of dispersing the MWCNT in the polymer matrix.
Suitable fluorescent dyes appear to be a good way of following the dispersion of nanofillers in polymer matrices, particularly in those cases where the nanofillers are difficult to see by conventional techniques.

### 5.4 References


Chapter 6

Conclusions and recommendations

6.1 Electrospinning of polyolefins

6.1.1 Conclusions

The original aim of this study was to successfully electrospin polyolefins from solution. The following objectives were successfully achieved.

- A suitable solvent system was found by which polypropylene copolymers could be electrospun at room temperature. The polymer was dissolved in a solvent system comprising out of cyclohexane/acetone/DMF at 100 °C in an oilbath. The solution was taken out of the oilbath for solution electrospinning at room temperature. This solvents system allowed the solution electrospinning at room temperature without the polymer crystallizing out of solution.

- The optimum spinning conditions were established for the different copolymers to achieve the thinnest fibres. The optimum spinning conditions differed for the different copolymers. For the 1-decene copolymers, the thinnest fibres (in the nanometre range) were obtained for the 10A copolymer however all these samples were particularly beaded. The other copolymers in this range did not produce nanofibres and the fibre diameters were in the micrometre range. For the 1-octene copolymers the fibre diameters were mostly in the micrometre range, however one sample of polymer 8A could be electrospun to obtain nanofibres. The 1-tetracene produced nanofibres for most of the samples, although these samples as well were particularly beaded.

- The influence of the different parameters on the fibre diameter was investigated. This was done by keeping to parameters constant and varying the third parameter. The influence of the different parameters varied for the different copolymers. It was quite clear that the solubility and the related properties were different for the 1-octene, 1-decene and 1-tetradecene copolymers.

- Under the initial conditions, the fibres of all the different propylene copolymers were very beaded. Different salts were added to the electrospinning solutions, trying to increase the conductivity of the solutions. With increased conductivity the charges carried by the jet will be more and with an increase in charges the jet will be stretched more in the electrical field. All these factors contributed to the formation of beadless fibres. In the end it was found that by the addition of only 0.2 wt% LiCl beadless fibres could be electrospun.
The crystallinity of fibres produced from the 1-octene and 1-decene copolymers was more than that of the pure polymer powders. During electrospinning the chains inside the polymer will have time to align before reaching the collector plate, leading to an increase in crystallinity. However for polymer 1-tetradecene copolymers the crystallinity of the fibres was more or less half than that of the polymer powder. It is possible that the length of the side-chains on the copolymer prevents rapid crystallization during the electrospinning process, in addition the presence of the 1-tetradecene might influence the solubility to such an extent that precipitation from solution during the spinning process is more rapid than for the other 2 copolymers.

Different collectors were also investigated, but in the end it was found that between spinning unto ice, foil on ice of just foil, foil still seemed to be the best collector.

The electrospinning of isotactic polypropylene was also attempted, but dissolving of the polymer proved to be difficult. These polymers had lower molecular weight than those of the copolymers which could be dissolved quite easily. This solution melting temperatures of the copolymers was investigated and even though these polymers had the same amount of comonomer, crystallinity and more or less the same molecular weight, their solution melting temperatures differed greatly. It was found that though believed otherwise previously, the type and amount of comonomer have an influence on the solubility of the copolymer.

6.2 Electrospinning of polyethylene vinyl alcohol

6.2.1 Conclusions

The aims of this section were to electrospin EVOH and use the EVOH nanofibres as reinforcement in a polymer matrix as well as way to disperse MWCNT in a polymer matrix.

The following objectives was successfully achieved

- A suitable solvent was found for the solution electrospinning of EVOH. Isopropanol/water gave very thick fibres. DMF and DMSO gave the thinnest fibres with the best morphology, but the polymer stayed in solution the longest in DMSO. DMOS also has a higher dielectric constant and is less toxic than DMF. LiCl was added to the solution to ensure the electrospinning of beadless fibres.

- Spinning conditions was optimised for both DMF and DMSO. It was found with DMSO an even slower flow rate could be used to obtain nanofibres.

- The influence of the various spinning parameters on the fibre diameter was investigated. Two parameters were again kept constant while varying the third. For DMF the fibre diameter increased with an increase in voltage and a 20 kV beaded fibres were formed. At high voltage the jet might become instable, leading to inconsistent whipping and causing the formation of beads along the fibres.
The flow rate did not seem to influence the fibre diameter that much, especially the greater the distance the smaller the fibre diameter. At shorter distances the fibres will arrive faster at the collector not having enough time to be stretched and elongated before arriving at the collector. At shorter distances the solvent also might not have enough time to evaporate, leading to wet fibres being collected which also leads to thicker fibre diameters. For the DMSO system exactly the same trends were found when varying the different electrospinning parameters.

- The crystallinity of the fibres was lower than that of the pure polymer. The chains inside the polymer did not get enough time to realign and crystallize during electrospinning and therefore the fibres will have a lower crystallinity than that of the pure polymer.
- Both aligned and unaligned fibres were successfully incorporated in a LDPE matrix by film pressing. The morphology of the fibres was still intact after the melt formation of the composites.
- The stress at 5% strain as well as the ultimate tensile strength increased for both samples with aligned and unaligned fibres compared to the pure LDPE. The fibres are great for reinforcement since the stress that is applied to the composite will be transferred to the fibres leading to better mechanical properties. Those containing unaligned fibres had a bigger impact on the stress at 5% strain. The unaligned fibres had greater crystallinity than that of the aligned fibres, greater crystallinity will lead to a stronger material, and this explains why the reinforcement of the unaligned fibres is better than that of the aligned fibres.
- What should be taken into account is that it was not possible to determine the amount of fibres incorporated in the matrix and therefore the results may differ between samples.
- MWCNT were successfully incorporated through electrospinning inside EVOH nanofibres. TEM confirmed the presence inside the fibres, although some agglomeration of the nanotubes still occurred. The nanotubes did not influence the morphology of the fibres, although the fibre diameter was thicker for fibres with MWCNT. FE-SEM on the fracture surface of the fibres containing MWCNT could not confirm the presence of the nanotubes. TGA however confirmed that more nanotubes were incorporated when using DMSO as solvent then when using DMF.
- Composites were successfully created containing MWCNT. The fibres were placed inside the polymer matrix and then melted so that just the MWCNT remained inside the polymer matrix. The EVOH fibres were both imbedded in LDPE and EVOH matrices.
- The mechanical properties of the LDPE containing MWCNT did not show a great increase and it was suspected that the EVOH polymer plays a bigger role in influencing the polymer properties than the MWCNT.
The EVOH polymer containing the MWCNT however did show an increase in the modulus at 4% strain and the ultimate tensile strength. Greater increase in mechanical properties can be achieved if less agglomeration of the nanotubes inside the fibres takes place.

- Fluorescent dye molecules were attached to the nanotubes and from fluorescent images the dispersion of the nanotubes inside the fibres as well as the polymer matrix could be seen. From these images it could be seen that some agglomeration of the nanotubes did still take place. When comparing samples in which nanotubes were just added to the matrix and samples in which nanotubes were added by the means of nanofibres it was quite clear that better dispersion of nanotubes took place by adding the nanotubes through nanofibres. The way in which these dye molecules attach to the nanotubes is not clear yet.

### 6.2.2 Recommendations for future work

- The use of EVOH nanofibres opens up a whole new area of research. Not only could these fibres be used as reinforcement, but as a way to disperse MWCNT inside a polymer matrix.
- The precise incorporation of the fibres inside a polymer matrix is still a problem. Further investigation is needed to attempt to find a sufficient way to incorporate these fibres inside the polymer.
- The use of fluorescent molecules attached to carbon nanotubes could also be used to determine the dispersion of nanotubes inside a polymer matrix or inside nanofibres. Further investigation is needed into how these dye molecules attach to the surface of the nanotubes.
- The ability to functionalize and attach dye molecules to the surface of MWCNT indicates that this approach could be extended to, for example, the surface of nanofibres, or the different components of complex polymers.
- The fact that the dispersion of functionalized MWCNT in LDPE and in EVOH differs significantly, even when delivered to the matrix by means of a “carrier” fibre like EVOH, indicates that the same approach should be tried with non-functionalized MWCNT. These nanotubes might be more compatible with an all-hydrocarbon polymer like LDPE.